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THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE 

Sunday June 25, 1978 

Depart South Grounds via Hotorcade 
en route First Baptist Church. 
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Morning Worship Service. 
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THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE 

·Monday -·June 26, 1978 

• 

Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski The Oval Office . •  

Mr. Frank Moore The Oval Office. 

Mr. Jody Powell The Oval Office. 

Meeting with Sec retary Joe Califano. 
Watson) The.Oval Office. 

{Mr. Jack 

Lunch with Vice President \.Yal ter F. Mondale. 
The Oval Office. 

Senator Ed\.,rard .H. Kennedy. (Mr. Frank Moorel. 
Th� Oval Office. • 

• 
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THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE 

·Tuesday - June. 27, 1978 

Dr. Zbigniew �tzezinski The Oval Off�ce. 

Mr. Frank Moore The Oval Office. 

Meeting with Congressional Group on Greek/Turkey. 
(Mr. Frank Moore) The State Dining Room. 

Mr. Jody Powell The Oval Office. 

Vice President Walter F. Mondale, Admiral 
Stansfield Turner, Dr .. Zbigniew Brzezinski, 
and Mr. Hamilton Jordan - Th� Oval Office. 

Lunch with Mrs. Rosa lynn Carter - The Oval Office .. 

Photograph with Mr. J.erry Lewis, National Chairman, 
Muscular Dystrophy Association. (Ms. Anne Wexler). 

The Oval Office. 

Interview with Mr. Bob Ajemian, Time Magazine. 
(Mr. Jerry Ra£shoon) The Oval Office·. 

Mr. James Mcintyre - The Oval Office. 
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THE WHJTE HOU·SE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Frank Moore 

The attached was returned in the 
P:resident's outbox today and is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 

. handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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Hamilton Jordan 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 24, 1978 

C9HFIEJENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: FRANK MOORE 

SUBJECT: Weekly Legislative Report 

DOMESTIC POLICY ISSUES 

1. NATIONAL ENERGY ACT 

Conservation - The House/Senate Conference on the Conservation 
portion of the National Energy Act, H.R. 5037, resumed 
deliberations on the "Metzenbaum Amendment" banning the 
manufacture of gas guzzling automobiles. House Conferees 
insisted on not having the Senate-approved ban, but instead 
reiterated their belief that there will be an energy tax bill 
which will include the gas guzzler tax. 

-- Senator Jackson stated that he b�lieves �he�e �ill nbt be a 
strong energy tax bill, and, specifically, no gas guzzler 
tax. Senators Durkin and Metzenbaum indicated that the 
Adminstration was asked six months ago for a position paper 
delineating its position on the tax vs. the ban. Such a paper 
has never been forthcoming, they said, and the Administration's 
position �herefore is not clear. Senator Metzenbaum indicated 
that the Administration "appears" to be leaning against 
the ban and for the tax. 

-- Conferees, unable to resolve the issue, recessed the meeting 
until after the July 4th break. 

2. TAX PROPOSAL 

Since the word of our new strategy has appeared in the press, 
Treasury has met with all Ways & Means Democrats as a group. 

We need to do the following: 
a. Determine the content of a "simple tax cut" -- how the 

cut would be distributed among 1ncome groups, between 
individuals and businesses and whether there should be 
provisions for either capital gains (such as on residences) 
or graduated corporate rates. Treasury reports that they 
have begun working :on this. 
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b. Solidify the 11 base supporters.. (now approximately 15) 

for a simple tax cut. 

c. Concentrate further efforts on 11SWing11 votes. We will 
need 4 more from the following: Burleson, Gibbons, 
Cotter, Waggoner, Pickle, Holland, and Jenkins. We 
may get Waggoner if he can be persuaded that this is 
the only way Steiger's capital gains amendment will 
reach the floor. 

3. REORGANIZATION 

Civil Service Reform and Reorganization 
-- The House Post Office & Civil Serv1ce Committee held mark-up 
sessions on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, but managed to 
complete work on Title I only. Congressmen Harris and Gilman 
have used every opportunity to delay the process. 

-- On Friday morning, the session was marred by a serious dispute 
between Udall and other Committee Democrats over his introduction 
of - and support for - an Administration amendment which 
strengthens management's hand in dismissal proceedings. The 
vote went in our favor 12 to 11, but Udall and Derwinski had 
to cast several proxies to pull it off. The issue most likely 
will be reconsidered on Tuesday. 

-- Our concern is not the specific issue in dispute, (although 
it is an important issue), but rather the fact that it is 
probably symptomatic of a larger, more dangerous problem. 
The Administration, with Udall's very active and valuable help, 
has really pushed the PO&CS Committee from the very beginning, 
and some resentment is now being evidenced. Also, the 11 pro-union11 
and 11 pro-employee11 Members of the Committee (Ford, Clay, 
Solarz, Spellmanj Schroeder, Harris), for genuine philosophical 
and/or narrow political reasons, are starting to dig in their 
heels on .. management vs. employee" issues. Finally, the fact 
that Derwinski and several Republicans are generally being 
supportive of the Administration - and are making no secret 
of their help - is beginning to_ irri.tate some of the Democrats. 
For instance, Pat Schroeder has indicated that she may not be 
able to carry our position on veterans preference so long as 
we continue to "rely on Republicans on other issues." Also, 
at one point in the debate last week Ford issued a mild threat 
that he might have to back off the bill completely if things 
keep going the way they are. 

-- At this time, our Legislative Task Force assigned to the civil 
service project is of the opinion that we have no choice but to 
pursue the strategy we have followed to date, to keep the 
pressure on and - if necessary - to try to "roll" those 
Democrats who resist us. In order to have a reasonable shot 
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at success, it may be necessary to have you call some more 
Members of that Committee or have a meeting here at the 
White House. In addition, we are going to increase pressure 
from outside groups - especially women and the business community 
(the trade association and corporate reps you met with last 

week are eager to help). 

-- At one point last week Udall complained to Scotty Campbell 
(only slightly in jest) that we certainly have given him "a 

thankless task." While Udall is not the kind of Congressman 
who requires a lot of stroking, and although you have taken 
every opportunity to express your personal gratitude, we should 
give some thought to some sort of special "thank you" in 
the form of a private lunch or dinner at an appropriate time. 

-- On the Senate side, negotiations continue with Ribicoff on 
the EEO question. We remain somewhat hopeful that agreement 
can be reached this week and that the Committee will report 
out the bill before recess. 

Education 
-- Jim Mcintyre has called Chairman Brooks to discuss the 
introduction of a Brooks' Department of Education bill. We have 
provided Brooks' staff� with a copy of the Administration's draft 
bill and are now negotiating with them on specific language. We 
will also follow-up with Congressman Brooks on the timing for 
hearings and co-sponsorship of the bi.ll. 

Emergency Preparedness 
-- Reorganization Plan No. 3 was transmitted to the Hill Monday, 
June 19. The 30-day amendment period will end July 29, and the 
60-day clock will expire September 16. 

4. HOSPITAL COST CONTAINMENT 

June 21 and 22, the House Commerce Committee (Staggers) 
continued its markup of H.R. 6575, the Hospital Cost Containment 
Act, begun June 6. An amendment by Dave Stockman (R-Mich) 
carried 21 to 20 which would permit hospitals to exempt from 
the revenue limitations, the full amount of revenues generated 
by increased admissions. An amendment was defeated 20 to 21 
which would have allowed either house of Congress to exercise a 
veto over a determination by the Secretary that voluntary efforts 
to control costs had failed and mandatory Federal controls should 

�be imposed. Commerce Committee markup will resume June 27. 
The margin on the Committee continues to be very close; HEW 
reports that Rogers hopes to move the bill out on Tuesday. 

5. AIRLINE DEREGULATION/NOISE 

The Senate Commerce Committee will begin mark-up of the Cannon/ 
Pearson Noise bill on Thursday, June 29. The bill, which was 
rewritten this week, includes almost all of the recommendations 
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we made on land acquisition, but ADAP authorizations remain 
too high and Cannon accepted a loan guarantee concept somewhat 
similar to the House position. The bill would cut the 
current ticket tax from 8% to 6% and create a 2% noise 
abatement charge,which would go directly to the airlines for 
use to comply with FAR 36. The program would be mandatory 
for a period of 12 months. After th�t DOT would submit 
a report on the program to the CAB, who in turn would decide 
if the noise abatement charge should be raised, lowered or 
abolished. A one House veto provision was added at the 
request of the airline industry. We will fight this in 
mark-up. 

-- The House Rules Committee may meet on these bills this 
week. Chairman Johnson of Public Works & Transportation 
will work on Glenn Anderson to keep the bills separate. 

6. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION 

The Ways & Means Committee has not yet scheduled a date for 
consideration of the extension of the Highway Trust Fund. In 
all probability, it will be deferred until after the July 4 recess. 

-- Interest groups supporting our position have sent letters to 
the Members of the Committee urging support for the proposal. 
The letter was signed by over 20 organizations including the 
UAW, Common Cause and the League of Women Voters. 

-- White House meetings with the highway industry are being 
arranged at the White House this week, and DOT has requested 
Ambassador Strauss to use his "jawboning" talents in the 
meetings. 

7. LABOR INTENSIVE PUBLIC WORKS (LIPW) 

Commerce CL met with Chairman Roe �oncerning our support 
of LIPW and his support of another round of Local Public 
Works (LPW). Roe seems to be determined to go ahead with 
his LPW III bi�i. 

-- Commerce has requested that you meet with Senators Randolph 
2 r� and Johnston and Congressmen Johnson and Roe to discuss 
Jf J1 I� possible combinations of LIPW and LPW III, which would fit 

1� 1' r wLthcin our budget.'- We are concerned that, if a compromise is 

r_�Vt/ not .. worked out earrly,. we will face another confrontation with 
r '·II"" Jim Wright and the Public Works Committee. Roe has 160 f,,,h ,_cosponsors on his bill and Commerce feels he could easily 't)� get anothe r 100. 

,/. �J 1tl_/ 
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8. LABOR LAW REFORM 

The Senate agreed Thursday to recommit the Labor Law 
Reform Bill to committee. 

-- Because Senator Byrd has made commitments to have the 
bill back on the floor as soon as possible, the potential 
for getting a new bill has increased. Byrd wants to win 
because of his pledge to Labor and because he is not willing 
to allow conservative Republicans tie up the Senate as 
they have done on this bill. 

He will be under intense pressure not to bring a bill back 
on the floor because of its impact on the elections. 

Nevertheless, Senator Williams has scheduled a hearing 
next week solely for Senators to express their views and 
offer modifications. He then plans a mark-up session on July 14 

or 15. 

9. URBAN POLICY 

NationaL Development Bank 
-- The legislation was sent to Congress Tuesday following the 
Vice President's speech in Atlanta. 

-- Hearings are tentatively scheduled in the Economic 
Stabilization (Moorhead) Subcommittee of House Banking on July 18. 

Supplemental Fiscal Assistance 
Eizenstat and Treasury are to meet with Chairman L.H. Fountain 

to fix a timetable for mark up. 

State Incentive Grants 
-- Hearings are scheduled by Senate Banking for July 10 /and 11, 

and by Senate Intergovernmental Relations Subcommittee of 
Governmental Affairs on June 27. 

CETA 
-- D�tes £or f�oor oon�ider�fion of both ±heBHasse aftd ±he Senate 
are still indefinite. The House has expressed the desire to 
delay the bill until after the July recess (which ends July 9). 

This may help to avoid amendments by California members trying 
to weaken the substitution and maintenance of effort provisions 
as a "bail out." 

10. ALASKA D-2 LANDS 

-- Mark-up sessions in the Senate have finally begun on Alaska 
D-2 lands. Briefings of the Senators by Committee staff have 
taken place. Two meetings are scheduled next week. We should 
have a bill reported by mid-July. At that time, the "Byrd 
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factor" becomes critical. 

-- Senator Byrd has a commitment to Stevens based on the 
latter's support for cloture on labor reform. However, Senator 
Stevens jumped ship on the last vote, so Byrd's decision may 
be subject to change. 

--. Senator Jacks
"'on may put pressure on Byrd by:·-threatei)ing not 

to report any bill s from his Committee until D-2 lands is 
scheduled. Durkin and Metzenbaum have also threatened to 
attach the bill on the Interior appropriation bill as an 
amendment. 

11. NO FAULT INSURANCE 

-- Although it now appears that No-Fault will not be considered 
until after the July 4 recess, we are continuing our work with 
Members and staff of the House Commerce Committee. A decision 
memo on our strategy is being prepared by DPS for your 
consideration. 

12. HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

-- Congressman Garry Brown is expected to offer a legislative 
veto provision which probably will pass, despite efforts by 
HUD, Reuss and Ashley. Congressman Abrior will attempt to reverse 
the HUD field reorganization, but the Department's CL staff 
believes he will be defeated. 

13. ELEMENTARY & SECONDA�Y EDUCATION 

-- The House leadership tentatively scheduled the ESEA 
reauthorization package for consideration next Monday, but it 
now appears that the bill will not be taken up until after 
recess. An amendment to cut the impact aid authorization 
level in the bill by $215 million has been worked out; it 
would leave the bill about $130 million over current services. 
Bill Ford is expected to offer the amendment with the support 
of education groups, assuming current tentative understandings 
are firmed up. 

14. OMNIBUS PARKS BILL 

-- On Wednesday, the House Rules Committee granted Phil Burton's 
parks bill a.rule. Then, in a surprise mov�.Friday, the 
leadership scheduled floor consideration of'the rule Monday 
and final action on Tuesday; previously we were led to believe 
that it would not be considered until after the July 4th recess. 

-- Burton maintains that the bill will cost $1.4 BILLION, but 
OMB and Interior calculate it at nearly $1.8 BILLION. OMB, 
Interior CL and WHCL met late Friday and decided that Secretary 
Adams should send a letter to the House on Monday indentifying 
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our specific concerns. The possibility of having amendments 
introduced and passed to bring the bill into line with our 
position is not great, given the short notice. Burton has 
220 co-sponsors on the bill; there is something for nearly 
everybody. 

-- We feel that the Senate is the better arena for this fight. 

15. NEW YORK CITY AID 

-- Treasury is �orking with various interest groups to canvass 
and lobby the full Senate to support our NYC legislation. 

The bill will probably be considered next week. 

Treasury believes we will carry the Senate by a good 
margin. Treasury also advises that we should go for quick 
passage and that modifications would best be left for conference. 
We will of course re-evaluate this position. 

16. CLI NCH RIVER BREEDER REACTOR 

-- The Senate Energy Committee finalized the "Melcher 
/ compromise,"which the committee had agreed to in principle � f b-'- last week. 

fY'"./;,)1" -- The two House authorization bills may go to Rules on Tuesday, 
� with floor action anticipated the following day. Teague has 

told Jim Free that the Flowers amendment should pass; Teague 
is helping. 

17. APPROPRIATIONS 

-- No appropriations bills have been scheduled in the House 
for the coming week. The Senate will take up the Treasury
Postal bill on Monday or Tuesday. Senator McClure has indicated 
that he may introduce an amendment to cut the bill as 
punishment for Treasury's earlier moves on handgun regulations. 

-- Remaining Senate mark-ups provide the best opportunity for 
fixing pending appropriations measures. In anticipation of those 
mark-ups White House CL and OMB wil.l meet with: Senator Johnston 
to discuss our proposals on new starts; Senators Bayh and Leahy 
to discuss our oppostion to potential add-ons to the HUD/ 
Independent Agencies Appropriations; Senator Hollings (and 
maybe Weicker) to discuss our opposition to further EDA add-ons. 

-- USDA reports that, "In what can be described as a profile 
in courage, Senator Eagleton has decided to take up the fight 
against the Whitten version of the FY79 Agriculture budget." 
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Eagl�ton 
'
cancelled last week's scheduled mark-up and 

announced he �s reopening hearings. He let it be known 
privately that he intends to fight items "that were added 
to our original request.· With USDA's help he should succeed 
in subcommittee, but the full committee fight could get "bloody," 
according to the Department . 

....,- The House Appropriations Defense Subcommittee's final mark 
was appromimately $90 million above our request. This figure 
includes some $2 BILLION for the nuclear carrier. It looks 
like the next test will be in the full Appropriations Committee 
about July 20th. DOD will be working with the full Committee 
Members between now and July 20th to get support for deleting 
nuclear carrier funds. It's an uphill fight, but not impossible 
according to Defense CL. 

-- (DOD expects that its Authorization Bill will go to the 
floor in the Senate the week of July lOth.) 

FOREIGN POLICY ISSUES 

1. TURKISH ARMS EMBARGO 

The Senate Armed Services Committee will hold hearings 
Wednesday on the Military Implications of the Arms Embargo 
on Turkey. Witnesses -- Secretary Brown, Secretary Vance, 
General Jones, and General Haig. It is expected that the 
Senate wi 11 act during the sec.ond week of July. 

-- The House will probably take it up during the third week 
of July. You will be meeting with 50 Members of Congress on 
Tuesday. 

-- State reports that as Congressional activity proceeds, they 
will "be seeing whether further flexibility can be displayed 
by the Turks on the Cyprus issue either in the area of 
troop reductions or a return of Greek-Cypriot refugees to 
New Famagusta." 

-- Defense reports that many members are reluctant to take 
the heat back home when they don't see their "leadership" 
out front. 

2. FOREIGN ASSISTANCE APPROPRIATIONS/IFI'S 

The leadership,in consultation with Dave Obey1decided to 
pull down the foreign assistance appropriation bill until 
after the 4th of July recess. The decision was evidently 
based on an unfavorable Whip count and a belief that the 
President did not need a foreign policy blow at this time. 
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The extr� time may enable us to improve prospects somewhat, 
although the delay means that the foreign assistance appropriation 
and the Turkish embargo may be taken up at roughly the same time. 
Meanwhile, the Senate will take up the economic assistance 

.authorization on Monday. It is not expected to arouse controversy. 

-- On IFI issues, Treasury's vote counts show 229 for or leaning 
for; 185 against or leaning against. The remainder is in the 
"unknown" category. 

-- Assignments of "swing" votes have been given to the Vice 
President, White House staff, State and Treasury. Special 
attention will be paid to 94 Democrats and 27 Republicans. 

-- In addition, all Members are receiving letters from George 
Meany, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, ADA, UAW, the Steelworkers 
and the League of Women Voters. Fourteen key House Democrats, 
including Jim Wright, are working on targeted colleagues; a 
similar effort directed toward Republicans is underway. 
Other activities involving peer pressure are also proceeding 
on schedule. 

3. ANTI-TERRORISM BILL 

The SFRC reported out the Ribicoff anti-terrorism bill 
on Wednesday after refusing to adopt the Administration's 
recommended changes. The provision for a concurrent resolution 
veto of a Presidential decision to remove countries from.the list 
of those supporting terrorism remained in the bill. 

The bill will now be referred to the Intelligence Committee 
which will probably only focus on intelligence-related provisions. 
The Aviation Subcommittee of the House Public Works & _ 

Transportation Committee will hold hearings on the legislation 
in mid-July and Dante Fascell has indicated that his subcommittee 
of the House International Relations Committee will hold hearings 
later in the summer. State reports that they are working to 
achieve the necessary changes as the legislative process 
proceeds. 

4. U.S./U.S. TAX TREATY 

On Friday, the Senate defeated the Church reservation on 
Article 9(4), but subsequently failed to ratify the treaty by 
a 49 to 32 vote. Absentees cut our way (15 to 3) but we still 
would have failed to get the necessary two-thirds majority. 
Treasury has checked with the British and now feels that if we 
accept the Church reservation (which Britain can "live with") 
the treaty will be ratified upon reconsideration Tuesday. 
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5. FOREIGN RELATIONS AUTHORIZATION BILL 
I 

The Foreign Relations Authorization bill is scheduled 
for Senate floor action on Tuesday. It includes the Cla£k 
Resolution, which would give a single Member the power to 
halt the implementation of legislation dealing with international 
agreements that the Senate determines should have been submitted 
as treaties. State expects a Rules Committee member to object 
to the changing to Senate Rules 

,
in an authorization bill. 

NOMINATIONS 

-- We are moving ahead on four nominations that have been 
stalled for some time: 

Omi Walden - The Committee has reviewed (on a confidential 
basis) Justice Department documents pertaining to the investigation 
of the Georgia Energy Office. The Committee should report the 
nomination shortly after hearings on June 29. 

Al Gandel - This nomination to the Postal Rate Commission has 
been before Senator Ribicoff's Committee for several weeks. 
The Committee has been investigating reports that Gandel is a 
heavy gambler and that he solicited support from those whose 
postal rates are regulated by the Commission. We have provided 
a great deal of information to Committee investigators and 
urged that hearings be set. The Committee is proceeding cautiously. 

McGarry and Zagoria (FEC) - Chairman P�ll will set hearings for 
the week of July 10. This will be a tough fight, but we are in 
a much better position now that our supplementary investigation 
on McGarry is nearing to conclusion and no adverse facts have · 

turned up. 

Dave Gartner - The Senate Agriculture Committee has scheduled 
a meeting Wednesday at the insistence of Jesse Helms, to question 
CFTC Commissioner Dave Gartner's "ties" with grain tycoon 
Dwayne Andreas. Minority Leader Baker has sent a letter to you 
urging Gartner's resignation. 

MISCELLAN EOUS 

-- Phil Burton's reaction to the foreign policy briefing was 
not widely shared. In fact, we have received word from several 
Members that it was a great success. 

-- Several Members of the House leadership are resigned to the 
fact that you are going to have to "run against" Congress. 
They hope you will also recognize their "courage" when appropriate. 
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In view of Paul Rogers' retirement, several of our Hill 
friends are urging careful advance on NHI. 

-- Although Appropriation bills recently considered on the 
House floor have not been amended to mandate across-the-board 
two percent cuts, a number ocfl.congrers:sionaiJ..;::Staf<f:t.�1ong:fam,i1iar 
with the Appropriation and Budget processes do not feel that 
the Proposition 13 fever has subsided. An additional problem 
is that there is no agreement on what funding is discretionary 
and what funding is mandatory. Questions about how the 
Executive Branch s:t)ould implement these cuts and what they mean 
are being asked by only a. few people. In addition, the House 
Budget Committee has asked GAO for a judgement as to whether 
the Executive Branch will be required to submit impoundment 
messages if across-the-board cuts are retained in any of the 
Appropriation bills. 

-- The Speaker announced at a whip's meeting Thursday that 
welfare reform is dead for this year. He also made the announcement 
at his press briefing Friday. He did so after receiving word 
from Bob Byrd that the Senate could not take up the bill this 
year. 

-- Jim Corman, Chairman of the Public Assistance Subcommittee 
of Ways & Means, has indicated that he plans to introduce the 
cash assistance section of H.R. 10950, the bill reported by 
his Special Welfare Reform Subcommittee, at the start of 
the 96th Congress. 

-- OMB has been sharing with the Senate Budget Committee staff 
some of our information on the more troublesome bills. Muskie 
may help us try to fix these on the floor. 

-- OMB believes that the State Department should do more to 
fight the "high-one" annunity provision. You should mention this 
to Cy Vance. 

OMB received information that a career official at HEW had 

J . been engaging in some backdo··or lobbying to increase the 
, c£1:1 � budget for his programs. It· was called· to Secretary Calif.ano' s 

personal attention. He took swift action and the official 
. O�J.JV'- (Mr. Ec:I Martin) wrote a letter

. 
to the Senate �ubcomrnittee ?� defend1ng your budget and call1ng on the CommJ.:t.tee to 

defeat a $400 million add-on. Three amendments were, in fact, 
defeated by 6 to 5 votes. 

-- Reaction to _the Administration's Urban Policy and the activity 
it has generated was very positive in Atlanta last week. 
Administration officials, including the Vice President, Harris 
and Wexler, were received warmly. 
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Press reports on Secretary Blumenthal's efforts with 
the Ways & Means Committee have described the Administration 
as giving up on tax reform. A restatement of your commitment 
to tax reform will help us with our "base supporters" on 
the Committee -- they do not want to be in a position where 
they can be described as giving up. 

For some of this group the only clear message of Proposition 
13 is that people are tired of gove'rnment • s unfair methods' 
of collecting taxes. 

p/1.-/r (._ FLOOR ACTIVITIES, WEEK OF JUNE 26 

A����� � 
:::::Y -- 4 suspensions' J�i!; �d, 

1) Reserve Survivors Benefits Act. ��· � 

2) Army and Air Force Retirement Amendments. 2 
3) Military Retirement Pay Revisions. 

4) Early Retirement for Non-Indian Employees of BIA. 

National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978 (Omnibus Parks 
Bill. 

Civil Rights Commission Act of 1978. 

Tuesday -- 6 suspensions: 

1) Veterans Disability and Survivor Benefits Act. 

2) Increased Compensation for Disabled Veterans. 

3) Veterans• and Survivors• Pensions Improvement Act. 

4) Prohibit Regulations on Fringe Benefits Taxes. 

5) International Investment Survey Act Amendments. 

6) Solar Photovoltaic Energy Research Development and 
Demol)stration Act of 1978. 

Complete consideration of the Housing and Community 
Development Act Amendments. 

Complete consideration of the National Parks & Recreation 
Act of 1978 (Omnibus Parks Bill) . 

Complete consideration of the Civil Rights Commission Act 
of 1978. 
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Wednesday 

-- DOE Authorizations, FY79. 

Thursday 

Senate 

Monday 

Water Rights for Ak-Chin Indians. 

Justice Department Authorizations. 

Improving Range Conditions for Grazing Lands. 

Consideration of three Kennedy health bills: Biomedical 
and Behavioral Research, Community Mental Health Centers, 
and a b1ll to establish a National Institute of Health 
Care Research. 

Tuesday 

U.K. Tax Treaty with the Church reservation included. 

Treasury-Post Office Appropriations Bill. 

Wednesday 

Oil Shale Bill. 

Foreign Assistance Authorization Bill. 

State Department Authorization Bill. 

National Science Foundation Bill. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Stu Eizenstat 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox: It is 
fo-rwarded to you for appropriate 
hand�ing. 

·Rick Hutcheson 

DPS WEEKLY· REPORT . 

\ 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 23, 1978 

THE P

.

RESIDENT Ql . 

STU EIZENSTAT c)(k.., 

Domestic Policy Staff Weekly Status 
Report 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

OCS: Conference continuing next week. 

Cross�Florida Barge Canal: The Senate hearing on deauthor
ization has been postponed until after the July 4 recess. 

Water Policy: Directives to agencies will be completed this 
week. 

Alaska Lands: Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee 
beginning mark-up next week. 

ENERGY 

Solar Policy Domestic Review: Proceeding on schedule. 

National Energy Act (NEA): Schlesinger meeting with oil 
producers and Ullman and Ashley tentatively scheduled for 
next week. Also working to mitigate the adverse impacts of 
an Energy Information Administration report on the impacts of 
the natural gas prices. Schlesinger's staff believes analysis 
faulty. 

Nuclear Waste Management: Continuing to work with Interagency 
Task Force on development of policy options and recommendations.· 
One issue, spent fuel policy, is on a faste.r track. DOE will 
be sending memo to you within next 2 weeks. 

Oil Pricing: Working. with Ene.rgy, CEA, NSC, et al. on oil 
pricing scenarios and r.elationship to national security. 
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CRBR Agreemen-t with the Congress: Senate Committee action 
produced a compromise ba·sically unacceptable to the Admin
is.tration. Committee added $151 million to the ba,se program 
and, while permitting termination of the CRBR, went further 
in authoriziHg a new design study leading toward construc
ti.on that we can support. Senate floor possibilities under 
discussion. 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

Welfare Reform: Despite statements by Byrd and O'Neill that 
there will be no legislation this session, we are pressing 
the agencies, CEA, and OMB to move quickly towards a proposed 
revised Administration position with which the S-tate and 
local g.overnment groups agree. Our hope is that a se.t of 
options and sound cost figures will be ready in two weeks, 
and a Presidential decision package ready two weeks after 
that. This will give us internal agreement as a basis-for 
further negotiations with Congress (particularly Senators 
Baker, Bellman, Ribicoff and Long) this Fall, leading toward 
good prospects for the next session of Congress. 

I . 
Q j/41t Pension Commission: We are mee.ting with OMB on Monday in d . ( L:L . an attempt to final

.

i.ze recommendatio

. 

ns

. 

for Commission appoi:;1;· t- �r--; .· 
ments. We disagree on only a few names. There is very A f 
serious doubt as to whether Mr. Kirbo will serve as the .1/'h .. Yt• 

1 I 
Commis:sion chairman. If he decides agains·t it soon, we 

.

will �fiif,-, 
have to additionally seek a new chairman. 'J ),lftttJ/ ,',.�{ . 
Vietnam Veterans PRM.: We wil.l prepare a memo for you that � 
summarizes agency findings and statements of program prob-
lems, lists options for improvemen.ts, and recommendations, 
for action. The memo should be on your desk early next 
week. 

Humphrey-Hawkins: We are working with key members of Cong
ress to avoid inclusion of a legislative veto. In addition, 
there is real danger the Senate will add infl.exible g.oals 
for inflation, balanced budget, Federal spending as percent 
of GNP, etc. 

National Health Insurance: Continuing to work with HEW, OMB 
and CEA on timing and substance of Administration proposal. 

Hospital Cost Containment: The Administration will attempt 
to overturn a weakening amendment that passed the House 
Commerce Committee last week and to get the bill reported. 
Negotiations are underway between Kennedy and Talmadge staffs 
in the Senate. The Senate Finance Committee markup will 
continue next week. 

:\";·· 
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HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

National Consumer Cooperative Bank Bill: We are working with 
Treasury to prepare a letter to be sent over my signature to 
key Senators indicating our support. 

New York City Financing: The Senate Banking Committee 
approved $1.5 billion in long-term guarantees for New York 
City by a vote of 12-3. The Committee attached several amend
ments which are somewhat restrictive and which the Admin
istration will seek to remove in Conference. The timing of 
Senate floor action is uncertain, but it is necessary that 
legislation be enacted by the end of July. 

Urban Policy: Continuing to work closely with Anne, OMB and 
agencies. Vice President's speech to Mayors well received, 
and with introduction of the Bank all legislation is now to 
the Hill. 

Neighborhood Commission: Thus far, the Commission has held 
hearings in Baltimore, Cleveland, St. Louis, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, and Seattle. They have just issued a Progress 
Report generally favorable to the Urban Policy and will be 
submitting a final report within 6 months. 

White House Conference on Small Business: In consultation 
with us, staff for the Conference is developing issue papers 
for discussion in regional hearings in the following major 
areas: capital development and tax policy; government regu
lation and paperwork; technology and industrial innovation. 
At the request of Senator Nelson, the Vice President has 
agreed to open a planning and strategy session for the Con
ference with 200 small business leaders on July 30 at the 
White House. 

JUSTICE 

Stanford Daily Case: Justice is conducting a study on how 
to respond to legislation introduced in Congress which 
would bar or regulate searches of the press and other third 
parties not accused of crimes. 

LEAA Reauthorization Legislation: We are working with 
Justice and OMB to finalize legislation. You will receive 
final sign-off memo next week. 
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AGRICULTURE 

Sugar: We are working with the several Congressional and 
industry interests to devise a modification of our former 
position. We will be providing you with an options paper 
in the next few days. 

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM 

The House Committee completed its first week of markup, and 
harmful amendments such as one requiring pretermination 
hearings for disciplined employees were defeated. Veterans 
preference will be considered next week, and the vote 
should be close. The volatile issue of labor-relations 
also will be up, and we are working with Frank's staff and 
Scotty Campbell on a legislative and policy strategy to 
hold the fragile Democratic-Republican coalition supporting 
the bill together. House markup could be complete next 
week. In the Senate, we are working to resolve some thorny 
EEOC-Civil Service issues raised by Ribicoff and Javits. 
This plus attorneys' fees awards are the remaining major 
items for Senate markup. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Hamilton Jordan 
Tim Kraft 
Frank Moore 
Anne Wexler 
Joe Aragon 
Landon Butler 
Jim Gammill 
Dick Moe 
Jerry Rafshoon 
Phil Wise 

6/26/78 

The attached is forwarded to 
you for your information • 

Rick Hutcheson 
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DEMOCRATI�C 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE 1625 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 797-5900 

TO: 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

RE: 

TEXAS TRIP 

MEMORANDUM 
J·une 23, 1.978 

PRESIDENT CARTER 

RICK HUTCHESON 

2:!: 
� _. � 

JOHN. C. WHITE � 
WEEKLY STATUS R PORT ON DNC OPERATIONS 

John C. While 
Chairman 

We have provided materials on. issues and races for your 
briefi-ng book and I will no·t reiterate them here. 

The Dinner in Houston ha·s been sold out for over ten days 
which is a record for a Texas fund raiser. I anticipate a net 
of over $500, 0·00. 

VOTER REGISTRATION 

We had an excellent preliminary meeting today with the 
labor leadership and other constituent groups. Ou.r staff will be 
working with Tim Kraft and his staff to assure continual progress 
i.n this important area. 

ISSUES TASK FORCE 

The Issues Task Force meet.ing this week with Anne Wexler 
and the Congressional Liaison staff focused on taxation and the 
development of new initiatives to be·tter articulate the accom
plishments of the Administration. 

MID-TERM CONF·ERENCE 

·our Mid-Term conference staff met with members of your staff 
and the Vice President's staff on Monday to begin to develop the 
basic themes w:hich we hope to emphasize in Memphis in December. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Stu Eizenstat 

\ 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
appropriate handling.Please 
notify Sec. Harris of decision. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Frank Moore 
Anne Wexler 
Jim Mcintyre 
Charlie Schultze 

RE: HOLTZMAN AMENOI>iENT 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

6/25/78 

Mr. President: 

Watson concurs with Secretary Harris. 

Wexler indicates that GAO has issued 
a report alleging that tfue FAIR program 
may be encourag.�ng arson-for'""profit 
through lax regulations and policies. 
Newspaper accounts of this report 
appeared June. 11-12. Wexler does "not 
believe we should proceed with HUD's 
legislative recommendations at least 
until the GAO :r;eport has been analyzed 
and possibly until. any necessary cor
rec-tive actions are known .. " 

CEA sug.gests that, in view of persuasive 
arguments on both sides of the issue, 
"it seems desirable for OMB to have a 
group of relevant agencies attempt to 
formulate a system of incentives to 
encourage better state regulation. 
State regulators should not be encouraged 
to mandate equality of rates between 
FAIR-plan and regular insurance but 
rather to assure that FAIR-plan rates 
make sense by experience-rating and 
profitibility criteria." 

Memos from Mcintyre and Harris are 
attached to Eizenstat's memo. 

Rick 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROH: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 24, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT u 
STU EI ZENSTAT c)� 

Attached Memoranda on "Holtzman Amendment" 

The so-called Holtzman Amendment is a provision (Section 307B) of 
this year's omnibus housing authorization bill, which ha·s been 
approved by the House Banking Committee. The Adminis.tration has 
never taken a position on this provision, and the insurance indus
try is lobbying to have it stricken during the House floor debate 
on the :housing bill on Tuesday, J·uae. 27. The issue i.s whether in 
Taesday's debate the Administration should support a legislatJ.ve 
provision recommended by HUD and opposed by OMB, which in essence 
is adoption of the Holtzman Amendment. 

The provision would prohibit states from charging higher insur-
ance premiums for "'redlined" property owners than are paid by 
other property owners in the state. Specifically, it would re
quire that premiums in FAIR Plaas be set no higher than the private 
market rate for insurance in any given state; a state which violated 
this standard would be ineligible· for federal rJ.ot insurance. The 
FAI.R Plan is a program authoriz.ed by Congress to provide property 
insurance to •redlinedD property owners who cannOt purchase insur� 
ance privately or who must pay prohibitive premiums. It is like 
an assigned risk pool for auto insurance, and the expressed 
Congressional inteat is that FAIR Plans assure that property 
insurance be available to all consumers in urban areas "at 
reasonable cost." The availability of federal riot insurance is 
already predicated upon a state's willingness to provide FAIR Plan 
coverage, and the question here. is whether such coverage should 
ail.so be provided at roughly private market ra.tes. 

Insurance rates (both FAIR Plan and private market) are set by 
the states. An increasing number o.f states have raised FAIR Plan 
rates above priva.te marke·t rates in recent years, but the problem 
is most acute in New York, where FAIR Plan insurance costs up to 
500% more than in the private market. <::::. 

The Holtzman Amendment passed the House in 1977 as part of the 
Housing Act, but was deleted in Conference with the Senate, 

' .... 
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which had not acted upon a companion provision. Instead, the 
conferees directed HUD to study the redlining problem and t.'() 
report back to Congress "with recommendations for appropriate 
legislative action" by January 15, 1978. 

HUD's Report on Insurance Redlining has been forwarded to the 
Congress. It documents the "widespread and serious" nature of 
the insurance redlining problem, but OMB has declined to clear 
the Report's legislative recommendation --- essentially, the 
Holtzman Amendment --- despite the Congressional mandate to 
make legislative recommendations. 

Despite OMB's known opposition to the Holtzman approach, the 
Holtzman Amendment wa:s incorporated into the House version of 
this year's housing authorization bill. Attempts to delete it 
were defeated in subcommittee and again in the full Banking 
Committee, the latter on a bipartisan 28-14 vote. 

The Senate Banking Committee made no effort to add the Holtzman 
Amendment in marking up this year's housing bill; members of the 
relatively liberal Banking Committee deferred action pending 
receipt of HUD's Redlining Report and recommendations. The 
Senate Banking Committee will hold hearings on the Report and 
the appropriateness of legislative remedies in early July, and 
Committee staff believe that after favorable House floor action 
and Senate review of HUD's report, there will be strong support 
for adding the Holtzman provision by floor amendment. 

I recommend that HUD's legislative recommendation be released, 
for the following reasons: 

OMB Position: The "impetus" for this proposal is "the situation 
that exists in New York City" because of an act of its State 
legislature. Thus "federal legislation alone cannot resolve the 
problem," since there is no guarantee that the State legislature 
would repeal its law. 

DPS Position: There are two separate issues. The first is the 
implied assumption that the problem addressed by this provision 
is unique to New York. New York is unique in that it is the only 
State with a FAIR Plan that is "self-rating" --- i.e., where FAIR 
Plan rates are based only on the loss experience of FAIR Plan 
recipients, rather than the loss experience of all properties 
throughout the State. Thus FAIR Plan rates arel1Ighest in New 
York. However, although OMB is correct that the problem is most 
acute in New York because of its self-rating mechanism, ten 
states currently charge FAIR Plan property owners a surcharge 
creating higher rates than are paid by others in the states. 
In Iowa, many FAIR Plan policyholders pay over twice the cost 
of insurance in the private market, and there are 25-35% surcharges 
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in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and Virginia. The number cf: states 

with· FAIR Plan surcharges has increased from 3 to 10 in the past 

three years, and rate Increases are pendin� in other states. My 

staff received a ·call from Speaker O'Neill s ·office indicating that 

passage of this legislation would be helpful in Massachusetts. 

The second issue is whe-ther federal action will be effective, 
since a state could simply drop its FAIR Plan altogether if it 
were willing to forego fede:ral riot insurance. OMB is correct in 
stating that New York's particular problem cannot be resolved 
without action by its State legislature, regardless of what the 
Congress does. However, New York State's legislative leadership 
has indicated that, faced with the prospective loss of federal riot 
insurance, New York would be inclined to amend its statute to 
remove the "self-rating" mechanism. 

OMB Position: "HUD's alternative of using the '75th percentile 
of the voluntary market range' for FAIR Plan rates has no 
statistical- basis and would impose an explicit cross-subsidy 
between the voluntary market and FAIR Plan areas." 

DPS Position: There are two issues. The first is how the 
ceiling on FAIR Plan rates should be set. The Holtzman Amendment 
pegs FAIR Plan rates at no more than the state "bureau rates" for 
the voluntary market. HUD's recommendation is that the ceiling be 
either the bureau rates or the 75th percentile of all voluntary 
market rates. OMB characterizes Justice as opposing the HUD 
approach; in fact, the most recent Justice Department view is 
that it would support a requirement that FAIR Plan rates not 
exceed the 75th percentile of private market rates. Holtzman is 
willing to amend her legislation in Conference so that the Bureau 
rate would not be used and the 75th percentile rate would be used, 
to reflect Justice's concern. I therefore, recommend that the 
Administration endorse the .thrust of- the .. Holtzman Amendment, and 
work in the Senate and in Conference to amend the pricing mechanism 
to reflect Justice's posit1on, which is acceptable to HUD. 

The second issue is OMB's concern that the effect of lowering 
FAIR Plan rates and spreading the cost to the private market 
would in e-ffect require suburban homeowners to subsidize inner city 
areas. Our view is that such a "cross subsidy" is implicit in the 
basic concept of targetting, and that in this instance particularly 
it is undesirable to penalize inner city residents through what 
may be exorbitant insurance rates solely because of their location. 
The purpose of insurance generally is to spread the risk, and the 
explicit purpose of the FAIR Plan program is to provide coverage 
at "reasonable cost." It is also worth noting the depth of the 
"cross-subsidy": the impact of the Holtzman Amendment on non-FAIR 
Plan policyholders outside New York would be to Increase premiums 
for them by less than 10¢ per $100 of premium; in New York State 
the impact would be $2.00 per $100 of premium non-FAIR policyholders. 
It would not have an inflationary impact and simply redistribute the 
burden. 

OMB Position The view of Justice· is that civil rights and 
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fair housing laws are more appropriate mechanisms to resolve 
rate disparities. 

DPS Position: As noted above, this is not Justice's latest 

position. Such mechanisms have proven relatively ineffective 

at the state level in protecting inner city insurance consumers. 

OMB Position: The Administration can continue to oppose 
self-rating w�thout endorsing this legislation. 

DPS Position: As noted above, nine states charge higher 
FAIR Plan rates without self-rating, and the failure to enact 
this legislation after it was considered twice by Congress 
would presumably signal other states that substantial FAIR Plan 
surcharges are permissible. 

Beyond the absence of persuasive arguments against the HUD 
recommendation, I recommend support for the following reasons: 

Opposition to, or silence on, the Holtzman Amendment makes 
our urban commitment vulnerable to criticism. Property insurance 
has been called "the cornerstone of credit"; without it, no lender 
will invest in home mortgages or commercial ventures. The success 
of .. bur initiatives to stimulate investment in urban areas 
particularly in blighted sections such as the South Bronx -- are 
inextricably linked to combatting insurance redlining. 

Specifically, your urban policy message made strong anti
redlining statements and directed Secretary Harris to head an 
interagency task force to find ways to address the urban insurance 
redlining problem. Opposition to the one major piece of anti
redlining legislation before the Congress has already raised 
questions about the seriousness of the Administration's commitment. 
Moreover, the Administration strongly endorsed anti-redlining 
regulations issued by the Federal Home Loan.Bank Board. Failure 
to endorse legislation against insurance redlining would appear 
contradictory to this endorsement. It would also be contrary 
to the direction of our urban policy. 

Continued Administration silence will become increasingly 
visible as the legislation proceeds. Holtzman and her supporters 
will use HUD's well-known position and the findings of its Report 
to embarrass the Administration in floor debate. We have already 
received inquiries from The Washington Post artd New York Daily News. 
The Senate Banking Committee hearings w�ll draw greater attention 
to the absence of an Administration-supported remedy for a problem 
which HUD's Report has documented. 

- The conferees on last year's bill directed HUD to make 
recommendations, and Ashley and Proxmire have already expressed 
displeasure at the failure to comply. 
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The Hol t·zman Amendment is supported by the AFL-CIO, UAW, 

Consumer Federation of America, and minority groups. House 
passage is regarded as quite likely regardless of the 
Administration's position. 

The Holtzman Amendment involves no budget cost. In fact, 
HUD's Report indicates it would save federal dollars, since 
owners of redlined Section 8 housing are passing increased 
insurance costs on to HUD in the form of higher subsidized rents. 

I recommend that we release HUD's recommendation and work in the 
Senate and Conference to assure that the rate-setting language 
conforms to Justice's recommendation. 

Approve 

Disapprove 

Other 
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THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20410 

June 9, 1978 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Legislative Recommendation on Insurance Redlining 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
has recommended that the Carter Administra.tion support 
legislation tha.t creates incentives for the elimination of 
significant price differentials for property insurance 
between properties insured voluntarily by private insurers 
and those insured within a residual pool of properties 
determined by those insurers to be high risk. T.his recom- . 
mendation originally accompanied a Report prepared by HUD in 
response to a directive from the Cong:ress to s·tudy the 
question of "redlining" .of properties in. the determination 
of whether to insure those properties. The Co:agress also 
asked HUD "to report to the Congress with recommendations 
for appropriate legislative action • . . •  " The Office of 
Management and Budg.e.t (OMB) has refused to grant clearance 
to HUD's recommendation although the OMB has cleared the 
study itself, which has already been transmitted to the 
Congress. HUD believes tha·t the OMB decision fails to 
respond to the precepts of your urban policy. We think it 
is important that you determine whether OMB's view of Admin
istration policy on this is·sue is consistent with your own 
position. There is some urgency to this d�cision because 
legislation similar to that recommended by HUD may g.o to the 
Floor of the House of Representa·tives as early as next week. 

HUD has recommended that the Administration support 
leg.islation which would condition the eligibility of FAIR 
plan participations for the purchase of Federal riot re
insurance upon actions ensur.ing that FAIR plan rates do not 
substantially exceed rates set for similar insurance coverage 
in the voluntary market. The FAIR plans are residual 
insurance pools created' by States in order to make insurers 
within those States eligible for participation in the Federal 
Riot Reinsurance Program. The purpose stated for FAIR plans 
in the orig,inal legislation was to assure "fair access to 
insurance requirements" for all property owners. In the 
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Report cleared by the OMB, HUD concluded that. in some circum
stances fair acces.s to insurance is not available to FAiiR 
plan participants because the rates for these persons are 
inordinately high. HUD's recommendation is intended to 
remedy this situation by providing an incentive, participa
tion in the Riot Reinsurance Program, for the implementation 
o.f a more equitable rate structure for FAIR plans. 

Most States already price FAIR plan coverage on a par 
with voluntary market coverage. Some, however, have substan
tial price differentials. In New York, f·or example, a FAIR 
plan participant pays $5,61 for comprehensive insurance 
coverage that co.sts only .between $100 and $2;00 in the voluntary 
market. In :Eowa, identical fire insurance policies cost 
$2'20 for FAIR plan participants and $136 in the voluntary 
market. In addition, several States have s.hown an inclination 
to move towards higher differentials between FAIR plan costs 
and voluntary market costs,. 

In accord'ance with OMB C'ircular A-19, HUD requested 
clearance for its recommendation and an articulation of why 
the proposal .is "in conflict with the program of the President" 
(see Attachment A). OMB's response was that "the legislation 

is not necessary because the situa.tion in New York State did 
not arise through uncontrollable events bat, ra.ther, resulted 
fr.om expitici t acti.on by the State leg,islature.... Federal 
legislation is not desirable because it, alone, could not 
resolve the. problem" (see Attachment B). 

This does not seem to me to be an adequate reason for 
determining that the proposal is in conflict with the program 
of the Pres·ident. OMB raised no questions about the .basic 
poli.cy recommendation aimed at equalizing insurance.costs 
between the volunta:ry marke.t and FAIR plans. With respect 
to the'ir stated concerns, I have only two comments: 

1. The OMB response mentions only the. State of New 
York even though HUD's recommendation would 
impact upon other States with FAIR plans. A 
growing number of the 28 States with FAIR plans 
are moving. towards allowing substantially higher 
rates for FAIR plan coverage than for the voluntary 
market. In Maryland recently, for example, a 
court struck down a State decision not to allow 
higher rates for FAIR plans because there was no 
stated Federal policy supporting substantially 
equal rates. 
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2. The fac,t that addition'al State action would be 
required is irrelevant. This is often true when 
the Federal Government chooses to create incentives 
for State action rather than mandating particular 
actions. In f'act, the FAIR plans themselves 
result from voluntary State actions although the 
Federal Government encourages their establishment 
by making available riot reinsurance coverage in 
States which participate. 

I believe tha.t the OMB position conflicts with your 
urban policy and the Administration's consistently strong 
anti-redlining policy. I recoinmend that you support legis
lation, the thrust of which is to place the Federal Government 
squarely behind FAIR plan pricing schemes which do not make 
it substantially more expensive for FAIR plan insurance 
coverage than for similar insurance coverage in the voluntary 
ma rket. 

Ht 
Patricia Roberts Harris 

..At t ae'llmen ts -
c 

cc: Honorable James T. Mcintyre, Jr. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON< D.C. 20503 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Jr.� FROM : 

SUBJECT : 

James T. Mcintyre, 

HUD Appeal on Legislation Regarding 
Insurance Redlining 

Secretary Harris is appealing an OMB decision to withhold 
clearance for a legislative.proposal regarding the premium 
rates for Fair Access to Insurance Requirements (FAIR) p·lan 
property insurance. The Federal Government makes available 
urban property ("riot") reinsurance to insurers· that 
partic.ipate in State..;.legislated plans to provide inner-city 
property insurance for its residents. There are 28 Sta.tes 
with FAIR plans in force.. Currently, the determination o.f 
specific rates has been delegated to the States. In most 
States, insurance premiums are developed on the loss 
experience of the entire State. In New York State, howeve·r, 
premiums for FAIR plan policies are. self-rated, that is, 
rates are developed based on the loss experience of all 
the FAIR plan properties in the State. ·This is due to an 
explicit action of the New York State legislature, which 
r·equires sel.f-rating. As a result, rates charged in the 
N.ew York FAIR plan (where inner-city risks are concentrated) 
are three-.to-four time.s higher than those in the voluntary 
market. 

Last year, Congresswoman Holtzman introduced an amendment 
which would require t.hat FAIR plan premium rates be no 
higher than the rates suggested by the State rating bureau. 
The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) could' 
allow an increase of up to 30 percent above the advisory 
rates "upon a showing of extraordinary need." The amendment 
failed .last year, but has been reintroduced. 

HUD'·s proposal endorses the Holtzman approach but modifies 
it by allowing rates to be set at the bureau leve.l or equal 
to the 75th percentile of all voluntary market rates and 
removing the Secretary's authority to make decisions on 
higher rates. The impetus for this proposal is the 
situation that exists in New York City. 
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Initiatives at self-rating have been made by the insurance 
companies in Rhode Island., Massachusetts, and Maryland through 
appeal to the State insurance connnissions, but these request·s 
have been denied. Differential rates do exist in some States, 
but these are based on actuai loss experience data, not just 
a perception of higher risk. 

As part of OMB's legislative coordination and clearance 
process, as described in Circular A-19� we circulated the 
HUD reconnnendation on the FAIR plans for connnent to Justice, 
Connnerce, and CEA. The Justice Department opposes the 
proposal because it believes reliance on the State rating 
bureau would constitute Federal endorsement of a noncompetitive 
cartel-like pricing system. CEA staff was concerned about the 
advocacy of insurance premium ceilings that would force s·afer 
neighborhoods to subsidize real insurance costs of unsafe. 
neighborhoods. 

HUD believes the Federal Government should limit any 
differential between FAIR plan and voluntary market 
insurance rates within participating States because: 

Significant differentials, such. as those existing in 
New York, effectively preclude fair access to insurance 
for those groups FAIRplans were intended to serve. This 
is inconsistent with the Administration's urban policy and 
anti-redlining policy. 

Failureto enact this legislation could encourage 
other States to adopt self-rating. for FAIR plans, similar 
to the New York policy. 

The fact that additionalState action is required to 
reso.lve a problem should not. preclude Federal Government 
action to encourage the resolution of that problem. 

OMB reconnnends that HUD's legislative proposal not be supported 
because: 

Since the New York self-rating problem was created by 
an ac;t of the New York State legislature, Flederal legislation 
alone cannot resolve the problem. In addition, there is no 
guarantee that this Federal legislation would be successful 
in inducing the legislature to repeal its law. 

HUD's alternative of us·ing the "75th percentile of the. 
voluntary.market range" for FAIR plan rates has no statistical 
basis and would impose an explicit cross-subsidy between the 
voluntary market and FAl;R plan areas in those States where 
FAIR plan costs exceed those in other areas. 
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To the extent higher rates for inner-city homeowners 
re.flec,t discriminatory rat·emaking, the appropriate mechanisms 
for re.lief are Federal civil rights, fair housiag, and equal 
credit opportunity laws. This pos'ition is supported by the 
Justice Department. 

The Administration can continue to oppose the concept 
of self-rating without requesting legislation, as recently 
proven in Massachusetts, Rhode Isl�nd, and Mary.land. 

Although there are no comparable Federal insurance 
p:rog.rarns in other areas,, such as a:uto, product liability, 
malpractice, and workers compensation, there are maj or pres
sures· for Federal involvement in their availability and 
affordability (cross-subsidization).· This proposal would 
augment those pressures. 

· 
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COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

CHARLES L. SCHULTZE, CHAIRMAN 

LYLE E. GRAMLEY 

WILLIAM D. NORDHAUS 
June 12, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Lyle Gramley d)Jf. 
Subject: Secretary Harris's memo on Insurance Redlining 

Secretary Harris has raised a complex issue on which 
ther.e are pros. and cons. 

o On the one hand, the availability of housing insurance 
in older neighborhoods is an essential part of a 
comprehensive anti-redlining strategy. Fair plans are 
one_way to provide for this availability of insurance. 
Since these plans are collective activities of insurance 
companies operating in a given state, there are no 
private market competitive forces to hold down the 
premium costs of FAIR plan insurance. This mus,t be 
regulated. HUD has called into question the appropriate
ness of standards imposed by State regulators. 

o · Two COJ1s:iderations must be taken .into account on the 
other side of the argument. 

FAIR plans �?C.ist t_o provide insurance for properties 
perceived to be high risk by insurers. It is, therefore, 
not reasonable to expect that FAIR plan insurance will 
be available at the same rate as regular insurance. 
I expect that the necessity for extra risk premia, 
their .size and how they should be determined are at 
the root of the OMB�HUD disagreement'" 

Insurance regulation is essnetially a State function 
and it would be undesirable t:o expand the Federal 
role. beyond the essential minimum. HUD's proposal 
to use availability of Federal riot reinsurance 
as an incentive for appropriate State regulation 
of FAIR plans in a desirable approach bu't adapting 
this mechanism to achieve appropriate risk premia 
may be difficult. 
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o In view of these conflic-ting considerations, it. seems. 
desirable for OMB.to have a group of relevant agencies 
attempt to formulate a system of incentives to encourage 
better State regulation. State regulators should ·not 
be encouraged. to· m.CI.l1date.equality of rates between FAIR
plan and regular insurance but rather to assure that 

-

FAIR-plan. rates .:make sense by experience.:.. rating and 
profitability criteria. 
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APR 2 0 1918 

Honorable James T. Mcintyre, Jro 
Director, Office of Management 

and Budget 
l'iashington, D. c. 20503 · 
Dear Mr. -Mcintyre: 

. I have·. received. a notification
. 

f�om Mr � James Frey· that 
the. OMB bas agreed to the submission of the report ·to the . 
Congress entitled Insurance Crisis in Urban America, prepared 

• . .. �·:··-: · by the Federal Insurance Administration at the direction of . . . 
the Congress. The notification further states, however, 

· 
that. the OMB will. refuse to clear the legislative recommenda-

_tions.contained in the report. The Conference Report 
accompanying the Housing and Community Development .Act of 
1977 directed the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
to study the effects ·of-. FAIR Plan adminis,tration on the · availabil.ity and affordability of insurance coverage "and to 
report to the Congress with recommendations for appropriate 
l.egislative actioll no later than January 15, 1978." Pursuant · to thi.s mandate, HUD forwarded for OMB clearance the above
mentioned report includinq a single legislative recommendation 

. dealing with a particular abuse of the FAIR· Plan. The OMB' s 
refusal to c1ear this recommendation fails to respond. to the 
clear intent of the Congress as expr�ssed in the Conference 

. Report. · . ·- . . . . . · -· . ' 
. . . . .  · - ·  · :t would not, however, suggest that the OMB clear any 

legislative recOllUllendation that-is not-defensible on the 
merits- a� does not further the goals· and objectives of this. 
Administraf:ion, as expressed by the President and others •. 

The HUD p�oposal, a modification of the so-called "Holtzman 

�endment,• would 'require that the eligibility of FAIR Plan 
meml;lers to participate ·in. the Federal Riot Reinsurance 
Program be conditioned upon actions ensuring that FAIR Plan 
rates do not exceed either (1) advisory rates set by the 
State for property insurance in the voluntary market, or . 
(2) the· 75th percentile within the normal market for similar 
coverage • .  This proposal.simply means that in order for 
private irisurers.to take advantage of the Federal Riot 
Reinsurance P rogram, the rates charged to purchasers of 
insurance under the FAIR Plan must be reasonably equivalent 
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to the rates- charged to otJter purchasers of insurance for 
similar coverage. Such. a requirement \'lould further the . 
Administration's policy in opposition to . redlining since the ·• �-·

· 
. · · 

provision of insurance at rates substantially above other- · ·. 

'wise reasonable rates essentially precludes certain classes.> 
of ·households from obtaining affordable- insurance • . 

The FAiR Plan arose out of provisions created under-the. 
National Insurance Development. Program, under which the 

. Federal Government . provides a Riot Reinsurance Program to 
.insurers within States that adopt FAIR Plans. The FAIR 
Plans . have the purpose of assuring� "fair access to insurance 
requir.ernents" for . all property. owners.. - Since the HUD study, 
in which the· OMB concurs,- clearly · indicates that. in some-.c- · 

·circumstances fair; access to insurance is .not available to -
FAIR ·Plan par.ticipants.: because,,-the::.rates 1:or.,.. these -persons;.·· 
are inordinately. high;, it.· seems-· appropriate.·':cto: ·forward-.::. .. · 

. · .  
leqislative · recommendations that� would help,. to make th e  FAIR .. . <:: 
Plans· better e-ffect their stated intent. ··This is all that. 
the .. HUD · recommendation would. do� 

'· �· . 

As you 'know, under the provisions of OMB · Circular A.;.l9, · 
. the OMB can prevent an agency from .. submi.ttinq a report · of . 
. this . nature to the Conqress only after it determines that it 

.. . · is 11 in conflict with the program of the President. " . I have 
. .  :.-.i not yet received any articulation by the OMB which l'lOuld 

explain how· .the BUD ·. recommendation is the source of such a 
. conflict� · · The. only· communication · I have received .. to date, -

.. .. . . .. which I have ,.enclosed , states thcit the problem described in· 
· the report exists in only one. state,. that it results directly 

.. . from.the requirements of State law,_ and that it therefore 
· . ··. cou�d be.· resolved by that State. - .··· ..... ·· . . · · - · 

- . -... � ·.- ,-_. �-- �-··· ,. •.. 
. . . 

· < WMle:::ws may be · true,· I find it largely irrelevant� · 
The- National: .Insurance Development Program is designed to 
provide incentives to St_ates to adopt FAIR. Plans • .  Prior to .. 
adoption of tJ:lis program ; any State could have adopted a . >.·• .. ..• ,:,:.;,r·''�. 
FAIR Plan.:..eype proposal on its own.· The -Federal Government,:;_�:,:::f:t:��t���j1 
however� decided that it was -appropriate to provide incentives'\i��;;t1T�;� 
to States to· take such action. Similarly, the HUD recommenda.::)'>�i.)��;�,,:· 

· tion would provide. the same incentive for ensuring that FAIR':;�t>��-\\d .. ::1::�� 
Plans are adopted which provide for substantially equal . �·�:L-t.:·';:-t: 
access to · insurance for all citizens. The fact that any �:?:.·:;,�"': ;/ 
State could, on its own, achieve this result has never been ·- - ·: ,. t: 

·>{·_·_: .. :._.,�;"::-.· . � .  
an arqument against providing Federal incentives to achieve , 
the same . result. . 

· · · 

. .  · .. -: . 
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l1oreover, the fact that the particular problem of 
excess charges for FAIR Plan insurance has been identified 
in only one State does not mean-that legislation is not 
uppropriate-. . First, the potential for similar abuses in 
other States exists and should be protected against. 

3. 

Second, there are many situations in which legislation is 
directed towards conditions which exist in a State but.which 
are within the legitimate and continuing interest of t.lte 

-. Federal Government, as is the insurance redlining issue . 

For these reasons, I am requesting that you provide. 
clearance ·for the entire report submitted by HUD ',to the OMB, 
incl.uding the legislative reconunenda tion • .  Should you 
determine.that the OMB should continue to refuse clearance 
for the 1egislative recommendation, I hope that you will be 
abl.e to articulate more clearl.y the reasons why you believe 
the proposal is "in conflict with the program of . the President,"· 
·so that I have sufficient information to determine whether 
an appeal to the President will be necessary. 

Enclosure 

..... t 

-Sincerely yours, 

lol Pat�ia �oberts �!i 

Patricia Roberts Harris 

· . .
. 

\. 
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· Honorilhle Pat.-iciil Robet·ts Harris 
Secretary of Housing and 

Urban Development 
Washington., D. C. 20410 

Attention: Mr. Le�lie Platt 
Hm. l 0234, 451 7th St., S .�! • .  

Dear Nadam Secretary: 

, . , 

This is in response to the Department's request of February 3, 1978, 
for advice on a "Report to Congress on Administr·ation of State FA·IR 
Pl a,ns." 

Extensive discussions \'t'_ere he 1 d het\·leen our staffs to e l ic H adidi tiona 1 
information ft·om. the Oepat·tment and to explain our objections. and those 
of the Department of Justice to the 1eg-is1at_ive t·ecorrrr.e;ncJations in the 
report'� A meeting \·ias held: in Dennis Green's office on J.�arch 16, 1978, 
to give the Department another o,pportnni ty to present nc\•1 infonnat ion 
and arguments suppoFting the .legislative recommendations. 

Having carefully considered the Deparbnent's a·ept·esentations, \o,'e are 
unable to concur in the legislative recommendations. The pt·oblem 
desct"ibed in the report exists in only one State, and in that instance 
it 1·esu1ts directly from the requirements of State la\;1. The problem 
can, therefore, only be res:olved by the State. Although a self-rating 
mechanism has beem req�ested in o ther States, the State insurante com
missions have denied those requests to date. The Department has sup
ported State insurance c-ommissions in those actions v-lith strong policy 
statements against the self-rating approach and should, in our view, 
continue to do so. 

Fot� the reasons explilined dudng uur previ.ous discuss.ions Mid sumHh1rized 
ohove, you ilt·e advised that, subj:ect to the deletion of the le�islativc 
n'couu11Cndations, the Office of Hanagemcnt ilnd Bud9et \·mu�d have no 
objection to submission of the report to the Congress. 

Sincere-ly,_ 

. /s/ James H. frey 
Assistunt Oirr.clor for 
Legislative Reference 
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EXECUTIVE OF,FICE OF THE PRESIDENT . 
t: v r· t• 1. -· -OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUD�fr � ; · �-�: .

� IY,f .. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 �� ''· '.·' i i it ; 

Honorable Jay Janis 
Under Secretary 
Department of Housing 

and Urban Development 
Washington, D .C. 20410 

Dear Jay: 

HAY � lD 43 AN '78 
RECEIVED 

The Director has asked me to respond to your letter of· 
April 20, 19 78, regarding the report entitled ''Insurance 
Crisis in Urban America." 

I fully concur with you that we should not propose 
leg.islative recommendations that are not defensible on 
their merits or are inconsistent with the Administra
tion's programs. Although the Congress has requested 
that appropriate legislative recommendations be included 
with <this report, we continue to believe that the 
proposed recommendation is neither necessary nor desir
able. 

'The proposed leg.islation is not necessary because the 
situation in New York State did not arise through 
uncontrollable events but, rather, resulted.from 
explicit action by the State legislature. The State 
legislature has the power to amend its earlier actions 
and resolve the problem. The other 26 States which have 
adopted FAIR plans have, under State authorities, 
successfully denied requests for self-rating mechanisms. 
Federal legislation is not desirable because. i.t, alone, 
could not .:r:esolye the- _problem. The State legislature 
must still take action and there is absolutely no 
guarantee that it will do so. 

· 

Sincerely, 

�� 
Dennis 0. Green 

· 

. . 

Associate Director for 
Economics and Government 
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APR 2 0 1978 

Honorable James T. Mcintyre , Jr. 
Director , Office of Management 

and Budget 
Washington, D. C. 20503 · 

Dear Mr. - Mc:tntyre: 

. :t have. received a notification
. 

from Mr� James Frey that 
the. OMB has agreed to the submission of the report ·to the . 

Congress entitled Insurance· Crisis in Urban · America, prepared . 
· · by the Federal Insurance Administration at the direction of . . -

the congress.· The notification further states, however , -
that· the OMB will refuse to , clear the legislative recommenda-

·. tions. contained in the report. The Conference Report 
accompanying the Housing and CommWlity Development .Act o-f 
1977 dir.ected the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
to study the effects. · of . FAIR Plan administration on the 

.··availability and affordabil.ity of insurance coverage "and to 
report to_ the Congress with recommendations for appropriate 
legislative actioll no laterthan January 15, 1978." Pursuant 
to this mandate, BUD forwarded for OMB clearance the above-

. mentioned report including a sing,le legislative recommendation · dealing with a particular abuse of . the FAIR Plan. The OrtB' s 
refusal to clear this recommendation fails to respond- to the 
clear intent of the Congress as expi�ssed in the Conference . _ lteport. 

. _.· ·'· - · 
, . . 

. 

· 
. . . - · _.·_ ·I wou1d not , · · howeve�, suggest that the · OMB clear any 

legislative recommendation that·is not-defensible on the 
·merits- anc;l does not further the goals· and object! ves of this . 

·Administration, as expressed by the President and others. 
The HUD proposal, a modification of the so-called "Holtzman 
Amendment," would ·require that the eligibility of FAIR Plan 
members to participate in .the Federal Riot Reins\trance . 
Program be conditioned upon actions ensuring that FAIR Plan 
rates do not exceed either (1) advisory rates set by the 
State for property insurance in the voluntary market, or . 
(2) the· 75th percentile within the normal market for similar 

coverage.· This proposal.simply means that in order for 
private insurers.to take advantage of the Federal Riot 
Reinsurance Program, the rates charged to purchasers of 
insurance under the FAIR Plan must be reasonably equivalent 

.-

.· 



., 

2. 

to the rates charged to other purchasers of insurance for 
similar coverage. Such a requirement would further the , 
Administration's policy _ in opposition to redlining since the' 

·provision of insurance at rates substantially above other-
·wise reasonable rates essentially precludes certain classes 
of households from obtaining affordable insurance. 

The FAIR Plan arose out of provisions created under 
National Insurance Development Program, under which the 
Federal Government provides a Riot Reinsurance Program to 

·.·insurers within States that adopt FAIR Plans. The FAIR. 
Plans have the purpose of assuring "fair access_to insurance 
requirements" for all property owners . Since the HUD study, , 
in which the OMB concurs, clearly indicates that in some 
circumstances fair access to insurance is not available to 
FAIR· Plan participants because'. the .�rates for these persons 
are inordinately high, it seems appropriate_ to. foxward .. 
legislative recormnendations thatwouldhelp tomaketheFAIR 
Plans better effect their stated intent. This is all that 

. the nuo recommendation would do. · 

. As you know, under the ·provisions of OMB Circular A-19 , : · 
the. OMB c_an prevent an agency from submitting a report of 
this nature to the Congress only after it determines that it 
is "in conflict with the program of the President." I have 
not yet received any articulation by the OMB which would 
explain how the HUD ·. recommendation is the source· of such a 
conflict. The only communication I have received to date, 

. - .·' which I have -enclosed, states that. the problem described in 
the report exists in only one State,. that it results directly · 

, from the requirements of State law, and that it therefore 
·>_could be resolved by that State. 

While this may be true,· I find it largely irrelevant. 
The National Insurance Development Program is des·igned to 

. .  

provide incentives to States to adopt FAIR Plans • . . · Prior to . . . _ . ·  
adoption of this program, any State ,could have adopted a t·}('2,::.i.1/:!�;,�t�;�; 
FAIR Plan-type proposal on its own . The Federal Government1�;ii)�:.:-,·,j·: �:; ,�::: 
hOWeVer 1 decided that it WaS appropriate tO prOVide incentiVe�� ;\rt;g: .. 
to States to take such action • .  Similarly, the HUD recommenda-7':;;')\:;�'�;: 
tion would provide the same incentive for ensuring that FAIR':(>i-'\;_;::� · .  
Plans are adopted which provide for substantially equal · · · ·· ,_, 

access t<J insur�ce for all citizens. The fact that any :- : . ·  . . .. 
. State could, on its own, achieve this result has· never been:·_.:....,:� · 

an argwnent against providing Federal incentives to achieve · .  ' -. - · . , 
the same result. 



l1oreover, the fact that the particular problem of 
excess charges for FAIR Plan insurance has been identified 
in only one State does not mean that legislation is not 
appropriate . First, the potential for similar abuses in 
other States exists and should be protected against . 

3. 

Second, there are many situations in which legislation is 
directed towards conditions which exist in a State but which 
are within the legitimate and continuing interest of t.lte 

Federal Government, as is the insurance redlining issue. 

For these reasons, I am reques,ting that you provide . 

clearance for the entire· report submitted by HOD to the OMB, 
including the legislative recommendation. Should you 
determine.that the OMB·should continue' to refuse clearance 
for th.e leqislati ve recommendation, I hope that you will be 
able to articulate more clearly the reasons why you believe 
the proposal is "in conflict with the program of. the President,"· 
so that I have sufficient information to determine whether 
an appeal to the President ti'ill be necessary. 

·Sincerely yours, · 

lei Pat�ia :aoberta �iii 

Patricia Roberts Harris 

Enclosure 
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·•••· •• .. �,\�jr..;.._-... ·rc· :�c.: =-��·c.·J 

kH ; or-a h 1 e r a t r i c i r1 Rol1 e r- t 5 Ha r r i 5 
Secn�tary of Housing and 

Urban Development 
t�a5hington, D. C. 20410 

Attention: }tr. Leslie Platt 
Rm. 10234, 451 7th St., S.�!. · .  

De a,- Had am Secretary: 

' I  

This is in t-es:ponse to the De:partment's request of February 3, 1978, 
for advi ce on a "Repo;t"t to Congi-ess on J\drnini5tration of S t ate fA·IR 
Plans." 

Extensive d i sc ussio ns were held between our staffs to elitit additional 
infon11ation fr�om the Depar-tment and to explain our obje·c tions and those 
of the Department of Justice to the legislative l'ecorr;';;enrlations in the 
reporti A meeting was held in De�ni� Green's office on March 16, 1978, 
to give 'the Department anothe r opportun·ity to p r esent ne\·t information 
and ar-guments supporting the legislative recommendations. 

Hoving ca reful ly consider-ed the !Department's represer�tations, we are 

unable to concur in the legislative recornme:r:Jda.tions. The pr-oblem 
descdbed i n  the repo r t exists in only one State, and in that instance· 
it r·esults directly from the requirements of State law. The pr·oblem 
can, there for�e , only be res ol ve d by the State. Although a ,.self-rating 
mechanism has been re quested in other States, the State insurance com

missions have denied those requests to date. The Depa.rtment 'has sup
ported State insUl·ance commissions in those ac t i ons with strong policy 
statements against the self-rating approach and should, .in our view, 
continue to do so. 

Fot� the reasons explained during ou14 rwevim.Js dis c uss i ons and s ummarized 
above, you ar·e advised thilt, subject to the deletion of the leyislali ve 
n�couuncndal'ion s ,  the Office of Hcma�emcnt ond B���d�et \·muld have no 
objection to submission of the report to the Con�ress • 

. Sincerely,_· 

. /Y 
James N. Frey 
Assistant Director for 
Legislative Referenc e .  
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
t: '·' ,-· {· J j ··-

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUD�r'F :;··:' .... : 1y·� _ 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

� ... _ •:•·\!;,: 

Honorable Jay Janis 
Under Secretary 
Department of Housing 

and Urban Development 
Washington, D.C. 20410 

Dear Jay: 

liAr s 10 43 , �� ,7n 
ti: 1 1 0 

RECEIVED 

MAY 3 1073 

The Director has asked me to respond to your letter of 
April 20, 1978, regarding the report entitled "Insurance 
Crisis in Urban America." 

I fully concur with you that we should not propose 
legislative recommendations tha.t are not · de.fensible on 
their merits or are inconsistent with the Administra
tion's programs. Although the Congress has requested 
that.appropriate. legislative recommendations be included 
with ·this report, we continue to believe that the 
proposed recommendation is neither necessary nor desir
able. 

The proposed legislation is not necessary because the 
situation in New York State did not arise through 
uncontrollable events but, rather, resulted.from 
explicit action by the State-legislature. The State . 
legislature has the power to amend' its earlier actions 
and resolve the problem. The other 26 States which have 
adopted FAIR plans have, under State authorities, 
successfully denied requests for self-rating me�hanisms. 
Federal legislation is not desirable because it, alone, 
could not resolve the .Problem. The State legislature 
must still take action and there is absolutely no 
guarantee that it will do so. 

Sincerely, 

. �:#' . .  � 
·v-7(. · . . · . .. �/···�� 

Dennis 0. Green 
· 

Associate Director for 
Economics and Government 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Frank Press 

The attached was returned in the 
President's outbox today and is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: The Vice President 
Hamilton Jordan 
Zbig Brzezinski 
Phil Wise 
Fran Voorde 
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THE WH·ITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM TO: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM Fran.k Press :{f 

SUBJECT Science and Technology Delegation to China 

The Chinese have accepted with· evident interes,t o.ur proposal, made at 
your suggestion, that I lead a delegation of senior government science 
and technology officials. (Proposed delegation at Tah A.} This .is the / 
highe·st levei dele ation of S&T officials the US has ever sent abr0ad. 
Dur1ng t e visit, now scheduled for July 7-10, I will meet with China's 
top science personnel and members of the delegation will meet their 
coun;terparts. Our goals are to: 

o establish contacts between senior S&T officials of both governments 
o initiate cooperative projects of mutual benefit 
o offer to help China in developing its civil sector technology 

through commercial, university, and governmental cooperation 
o achieve at an appropriate future time a broad S&T agreement 

We will propose cooperation in a number of specific areas, implementation 
of which would involve joint projects, exchange of data., coordinated R&D, 
and training programs: 

Satellite Cooperation (Landsat, Seasat, weather satellit.e, access to 
shuttle launch) 

Germ Plasma Exchange (plant materials used in genetic research) 
· Biological Control of Agricultu�al Pests (Chinese potential to help 

us is high) 
_Energy Res0urce Research (prospecting for coal, oil, gas., uranium, 

thorium, on-shore, off-shore) 
High Energy Physics (a high pri0rity area for the Chinese, a field in 

which they need training and equipment) 
Earthquake Prediction (Chinese have a great need to. predict and are 

technically strong) 
Molecular Biology/Recombinant DNA {An area of interest to the ·Chinese 

to develop new ·crop forms not requiring fertilization) 
Public Health (epid,emiology of chronic disease, childhood immunization 

cancer) 

I am working with Zbig, Cy and the agencies in .preparing for th;Ls trip . 

Per; Rae Project .. 
ESDN; NLC- 1�'1,-l�-;2,;q 

8� "'7"-Z 
CONFIDENTIAL 



TAB A 
S&T DELEGATION 

Frank Press Science and Technology Adviser to the President 

Robert Frosch Administrator, NASA 

Richard Atkinson Director, NSF 

John Deutch Director, Office of Energy Research, DOE 

Jordan Baruch Assistant Secretary of Commerce for R&D 

Rupert Cutler Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for R&D 

Henry Menard Director, US Geological Survey 

Ruth Davis Deputy Undersecretary for Research, DOD (tentative) 

Don Frederickson Director, NIH 

(Plus several advisers from NSC, DOS and OSTP) 



TO: 
THROUGH: 
FROM: 

President Carter 
Rick Hutcheson 
Ambassador Young 

EXDIS 

June 23, 1978 c__ 

SUBJECT: u.s. Mission to the U.N. Activities, June 14 - 21 

U.N. SPECIAL SESSION ON DISARMAMENT 

The U.N. Special Session on Disarmament entered its final 
week. Prog.ress on drafting the final document of the SSOD has 
been slow and difficult with the shape of the_final outcome 
still unclear. Consensus may be obtainable on the introduction 
and declaration, however, consensus on a detailed program of 
ac,tion is not yet in sight. The U.s., Soviet, and French dele
gations are conducting private discussions in an attempt to 
find an acceptable formula for the disarmament machinery issues 
relating to the CCD. 

Governor Ha�riman addressed the Ad Hoc Committee on June 21 
where he appealed to Third World countries to have patience and 
confidence in u.s. pledges that it will reach agreements with 
Moscow curbing the nuclear arms race'. 

NAMIBIA 

The Contact Group has been working, to achieve resolution of 
the two remaining obstacles to a Namibian s ettlement: .Walvis Bay 
and the location of the South African residual force. On Walvis 
Bay, repr.esentatives of the Group have been meeting with Tanzanian 
Ambassador Salim to obtain his personal views on our draft language 
for a Security council resolution on Namibia. On the location of 
the residual force, the Group has developed an approach, to be 
made by the Pretoria Five June 22 to Brand Fourie, in which the 
South Africans will be asked to agree to the ·location of the 
residual force at Grootfontein only. This South African option 
lies clearly within the Five's settlement proposal which states 
that the force will be located "at Oshfvello or Grootfontein or 
both". If the South Africans accept this option, the Five will 
then seek approval from the Frontline and SWAPO for this location. 

SECURITY COUNCIL - On June 1.6 the. Security Council adopted a 

resolution extending, UNFICYP (United Nations Peacekeeping Force 
in Cyprus) mandate foil:' six months, ending D.edenibei 15, 1978. 

'AMBASSADOR: YOUNG'S OTHER MEETINGS 

Jack Greenberg, NAACP, 6/21; Ambassador Hammoud El-Choufi 
(Syria), 6/21; Yutaka Hata, Meiriber of· House ·and Deputy Secretary 

General (Japan), 6/21: · PREss:- Interview with Gil Noble, 
c�annel 7, ''Like It Is",· 6/21. 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 

. EXDIS 
COT>JFIQ;gw'l'J:� 

OECI.ASSIAEO 
• Per; Ra.c Project 

ESDN; NLC�I2.C"-tJj8:J-S 

BY. t<� �w..c.ut£1?/t;, 
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THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMI.C ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

From: 

Subject: 

Charlie SchultzeCL.) 

Barry Bosworth 'BB 

Gradual vs. sudden price increases 

Your note of June 26 a·sks whether we overly emphasize or 
encourage gradual and incremental price increases and thereby 
minimize consumer resistance. 

What we are telling firms is that we expect their 
cumulative price inc·reases for the 12 months of 1978 to be 
less than the average for 1976 and 1977. We do no.t want to 
have to make judgments on the appr.opriateness of every price 
increase as it comes along. 

We are dealing with firms on the basis of total price 
incr.eases during the year precisely in order to avoid being 
"nickled and dimed" to death -- i.e., a series of small 
increases, no one of which appears large enough to criticize, 
but which when cumulated exceed the deceleration standard. 
In cases like autos and aluminum, we have made it clea·r that 
any price increase -- even a small one -- which pushes the 
total for the year above the deceleration standard will be 
subject to criticism. In the case of steel, the industry 
has already virtually "used up" its price increases for the 
year. Barring unforeseen circums.tances, the industry cannot 
put any more price incr.eases into effect for the remainder 
of the year w.ithout violating our standard (which was slightly 
stretched to accommodate the costs of the coal settlement). 

The auto industry has changed its pricing policy. It 
traditionally raised prices in one large step at the time of 
the new model introduction. It is now making smaller 
incremental changes during the course of the year. The auto 
companies fl.ave agreed to abide by the deceleration standard, 
measured by cumulating all their increases in 1978 and 
comparing the total with the average of 1976 and 1977. This 
will require a price increase of 5-1/2 percent or less for 

·r : 
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the year 1978. W.e will know if they really intend to abide 
by this in August or September. If their price increases at 
that time push the C·\:llt\Ulative total over 5-1/2 percent, we 
would react with strong criticism, and they know it. 

It may be true that in the .case o.f a consumer good like 
autos, a series of small increases would minimize consumer 
resistance. But in fact, what the auto companies have 
generally been doing is to raise prices by more than a small 
amount, but only on selected models.. While, the result is a 
small .inc·rease in the average price level, it is not so 
small to the buyer of the particular model whose price was 
increased. 

There is no doubt that a focus on cumulative annual 
price increases has limited our ability to respond in a 
critical fashion to individual price actions thus far. But 
as the year wears on, we will .be in a position to take an 
increasingly firm stand as companies approach their price 
deceleration limits. 





THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

FOR THE RECORD:. 

J·ACK WAS. GIVEN A COPY 
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TH.E WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 20·, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: RICHARD A. PETTIGREW 

SUBJECT: Regulatory Reform 

I am very concerned about one. aspect of Monday's Cabinet 
discussion on regulatory reform. There ·seemed, on the one 
hand, to be a consensus for the need to develop a strong 
government-wide capacity to oversee agency regulatory 
efforts, with the goal of minimizing undue economic burden 
and duplication. There seemed, on the other hand, to be 
no recognition whatever by the Cabinet of the important 
handle on this problem provided by your Executive Order 
of March 23, 1978. 

The Executive Order requires that agencies: 

conduct an open regulation-writing pro.cess; 

allow full opportunity for interagency (and 
intergovernmental) comment; 

fully analyze the impact, economic and other, 
of each regulatory option they are considering; 

select the least burdensome approach to achieve 
any mandated objective; and 

conduct systematic sunset reviews of all 
existing regulations. 

Publishing the Executive Order represents only a s•tart. 
If the new regulatory review mechanism is to become 
fully effective, it will have to be nurtured by you and 
OMB. I believe two particular boosts to the· present 
procedures are needed now: 

1. A strong. indication from you, possibly in a 
Cabinet meeting, of the importance you attach 
to active Cabinet officer cooperation with 
the. Order, together with a Cabinet briefing 
on it; and 

2. Devotion by OMB of additional personnel with 
relevant backg.rounds to its oversight role • 
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THE WH.J"FE HOUSE 

WASI-�nNGTON 

June 26, 1978 

JimMcirityre 

The at tached was returned. in the 
President's ou·tbox today and is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Stu Eizenstat 
.Jim Gammill 

RE: KIRBO AND PENSION COMMISSION 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Stu Eizenstat 

Jack Watson 

The attached was returned in 

the President's outbox. It is 

forwarded .to you for your 

information. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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KEY FACTS 

(l) Existing regulations adopted in 1975, in 

response to court decisions - Rivera case. 

(2) Regulations do pot permit any regular 
- -

employees to be discharged unless aLl CETA employees in 

same job category are also d'iscahrged. 

(3) There are 50,0·00 .California CETA employees 

whose p�ime sponsors are city or county governments; 

25,000 CETA employees work for non�profit prime sponsors. 

(4) California would like a waiver of existing 

regulations, to permit regular and CETA employees to be 

fired on a one-for-one basis (the pre-1975 practice) . 

(5) California prime sponsors met with Labor Depart-

ment officials in California last week and explained the 

restrictions of existing regulations. 

(6) The Labor officials said t·hat, instead, they 

would work to: 

-- help governmental prime sponsors move its 

CETA employees into job categories which. are not likely 

to suffer layoffs of regular employee�; and 

-- shift as many CETA employees as possible from 

the roles of governmental prime sponsors to non-profit 

prime sponsors. 

These efforts are now going forward. 

·' . . . ··.·.;; . 
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Your Response to Governor Brown's Request 

{1) We are bound by existing regulations, which 

follow a court decision. 

{2) We are working to help prime sponsors ease 

the impact of Proposition 13: 

-- shifting CETA employees to different job 

categories. 

-- shifting governmental CETA employees to 

non-profit CETA prime sponsors. 

{3) We cannot change the regulations but are 

doing what we can do within the law. 

Alternative Point 3 

{3) We will look at your request and be back 

in touch with you early next week. 

{The alternative point 3 is suggested by Stu, 

who feels you should not give a definitive answer now and 

should study the issue more thoroughly before responding 

{even if the response is certain to be the same as the 

Labor Department has already provided) .) 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 25, 197'8 

MEETING WITH SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY 

I. PURPOSE 

Monday, J\:me 2.6 , 197 8 
5:00 p.m. 

From: Stu Eizenstat � 
Joe Onek 

To discuss National Health Insurance. 

II. BACKGROUND AND PARTICIPANTS 

Background: Senator Kennedy is concerned about 
reports that the Administration will not announce 
a broad NHI proposal in time for hearings this fall. 
As you know, your advisors are now debating when 
you should announce your NHI decision and what the 
substance of that decision should be. We are seeking 
to schedule a meeting. with you to resolve these 
issues later this week. There is a growing 
consensus within the Administration that it would 
be a mistake to propose a comprehensive plan in 

,' this climate -- regardless of the phase-in period. 
There is a growing feeling that while Califano 
might be a<sked to develop a comprehensive plan, you 
should propose only a first step -- g�ven concerns 
about inflation, the budget, and about whether a 
comprehensive plan (and the cost controls that must 
accompany it} will work. 

Under these circumstances, we recommend you not 
give Senator Kennedy any definitive answers nor 
encouragement. Your purpose in this meeting should 
be to prevent a rupture be.tween yourself and 
Senator Kennedy at this time and to urge Senator 
Kennedy to be patient while you resolve these 
complex issues. 



III. 
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Participants: we are told Senator Kennedy will 

come alone. You should decide if you want anyone 

there. Califano and I are prepared to attend at 

your request. 

TALKING POINT.S 

o You continue to support the goal of a universal, 
comprehensive, mandatory NHI plan which will 
assure that all Americans have adequate 
insurance coverage, and which will promote 
efficient and high-quality care. The issue is 
the best way to achieve it. 

o But such a plan faces many obstacles now: 

Your economic advisors unanimously 
believe that announcement of an 
expansive comprehensive plan now 
would seriously undermine your fight 
against inflation. 

The difficulty in securing passage of 
hospital cost containment, combined with 
general skepticism about the effectiveness 
of government regulation, will reinforce 
the public perception that NHI will contribute 
to inflation, rather than help combat it -

even though this public perception may well 
be wrong. 

Many Democratic leaders, including liberals, 
have urged you not to propose a plan before 
the elections. Proposition 13 has contributed 
still further to their concerns. 

o Many feel proposing a comprehensive plan now 
would destroy chances for NHI for years to come. 
All of us should consider whether proposing a 
broad NHI plan in the current climate would be 
counterproductive. It might force Democratic 
candidates either to repudiate NHI or jeopardize 
their election chances. 

o You do not want to break with Senator Kennedy and 
organized labor on this issue. You would very 
much like to hear Senator Kennedy's views on how 
a broad NHI proposal is compatible with the 
present mood of the country. 
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o During the next few weeks you will make 
your decision on how to proceed. You will 
talk with Kennedy, Fraser, and Meany again 
before you announce that decision. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

6/26/78 

Mr. Presidt.'nt: 

Peter Bourne thought 

you should be aware of the 

>attached information 

before meeting with Kennedy� 

Hamilton and Jody have not 

commented on the use of 

this forum. 

Phi l 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: PETER �OURNE��. 

SUBJECT: MEETING WITH SENATOR KENNEDY 

One issue that Senator Kennedy will certainly raise with you 
this afterr10on is the timing and manner of the announcement 
of the National Health Insu.rance principles. 

Apart from your general desire to delay any announcement on 
this subj ect we face two o·ther problems. We have built 
tremendous expectations around the announcement of the 
principles, so that it has become hard to do it in a low key 
way. And second, the principles we are likely to be able to 
announce at this point seem to be few and of little substance 
over and above those already outlined in the SNMA speech of 
April 1976. 

We have talked in the past, and you had agreed, to a general 
speech on the. "Health of America'" with particular emphasis 
on prevention. We have been. pursuing the possibility of your 
making that speech July 27th - 28th at a conference on 
pre.vention here in Washington co-sponsored by the AMA and 
Kennedy. One solution to the problem of the principl.es 
wol!lld be for you to give that speech making. it a general 
statement about our national health needs and priorities. 
You could devote part of the speech to National Health 
Insurance 'and take that opportunity to announce the new 
principles plus reaffirming your commitment to those announced 
in · the SNMA speech .. 

This would allow you to fulfill your commitments on the 
principles by burying it in a larger speech, rather than 
making a separate announcement. It would reduce the emphasis 
on the principles and would wrap more substance around the 
new principles which would have difficulty from a news stand
point, standing on their own in a separate announcement. Also, 
it would, I believe, be satisfactory to Senator Kennedy. The 
timing would also be good. I do not feel you would be giving 
up much to him by doing it at·a conference he was co-sponoring. 

PGB:ss 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

6/26/78 
Mr. P.resident: 

Sen. Kennedy wants to meet alone 

with yoB. today. Stu would like 

to know if you want any staff 

there. 

•;. 
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Phil 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

6/26/78 

Jody and Gerry would like 

to see you at 3 pm today to go 

over Q & A for the 4 pm press 

conference. 

v 
approve disapprove 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WAStUNGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Fran voorde 

.·. 
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The attached was returned in 

the President1s outbox: It is 

forwarded to you for appropriate 

handl;ing • 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Phil Wise 

INVITATION TO 30TH ANNUAL CON

VENTION - AMERICAN GI FORUM 
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.AMfRICAN G I fORUM Of lHf U.S. 

Honorable Jimmy Carter 
President of the l.!Jni ted States 
of America 

Dear Mr. President; 

June 23, 1978 

HECTOR P. GARCIA, M;D. 
FOUNDER 

1315 BRIGHT STREET 

CORPUS CHRISH, TEXAS 

78405 

AC 512 • 883-1789 

883-1780· 

The American G I Forum of the United States would feel honored with 
your presence at the JOth annual National convention to be held in 
Corpus Christi, Texas,, the Founder's city on: 

Monday, August 7 through Saturday, August 12, 1978. 

There will be representatives from about 24 states in the United States. 
Our group is made up of Mexican American veterans and their families. 
Mexican Americans and their families will be present. 

D r. Hector P. Garcia, a member of your Presidential Commission on 
recommending persons to the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals is the 
Founder. 

You will axso receive the gratitude of the whole South Texas area 
for your efforts in keeping the Corpus Christi Naval Air Station in 
Corpus Christi instead of it being transferred to Florida. 

The ·Mexican Americans gave. you 97-98% of their votes would appreciate 
your attendance. You wil:l be received by all of the community. The 
best dates would be Friday., August 11 and Saturday, August t2. 

"Viva el Presidente Carter". 

"Su amigo y servidor',' 

Ll�:vs�� 
L�0�. Garcia 

� 
Dr. 

Founder 

VETER/\NS FAMILY ORGANIZATION FOUNDED MARCH 26, 19-18 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 
June 25, 1978 

The Callaghan breakfast 

has been scheduled for 7:.30 am 

Monday June 26. Zbig's time 

will be at 8:30 aiD\. 

Phil 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Mr. President ----

Cha·acellor Schmidt has. agreed not to insist 

on the dinner meeting in Hamburg. He has apparently 

done so without argument and with understanding once 

the schedule and. logistical problems were explained. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

The Vic.e President 
Hamilton Jordan 
Stu Eizenstat 
Tim Kraft 
Bob Lipshutz 
Frank Moore 
Jody Powell 
Jack Watson 
Anne Wexler 
Jim Mcintyre 
Hugh Carter 

Re: Cabinet Summaries 

The attached were returned in the 
Presiden t's outbox today and are 
forwarded to you for your personal 
information. 

Rick Hl:ltcheson 

EYES ONLY 
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

ATTENTION: Rick Hutches 

FROM: Br.ock Adams 

SUBJECT: Significant 

June 23, 1978 

Improving Government Regulations - In response to your Executive Order on 
"Improving Government Regulations," on June 1, my Department published in 
the Federal Register our proposed Regulatory Policies and Procedures and 
our Regulations Review List. We require that economic cost/benefit analysis 
be done on all regulations. In addition, we recently published a Regulations 
Agenda which included all the regulations we expect to issue in the next year. 
The public comment has been very good and indicated that the information 
contained in these documents is helpful and informative. We have established 
a new training course on effective writing and have published a five year 
rulemaking plan so the public can comment on the administrative priorities. 

Additionally, on Wednesday, June 28, I am meeting with the President of 
Ford Motor Company, Mr. Lee Iacocca, who at your request is doing an 
analysis of the impact of Federal Regula·tions on the automobile industry. 
I will report to you on the results of this meeting next week. 

Alleged Omni-Hori.zon Automobile Handling and S.teering Problems - In the most 
recent issue of Consumer Reports, the Consumers Union labeled the very 
popular Chrysler Omni-Horizon automobile "non-acceptable." This is having 
a detr.imental: impact on the automotive industry. The Department's National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration is now conducting an engineering 
analysis of Consumer Union's testing procedures and results, and an analysis 
of Chrysler's tests. 

Urban Policy/New Yo:rk City - Pursuant to the personal request of Mayor Koch, 
I have expedited the approval of the Fulton Street Mall Project (under the 
Urban Mass Transportation Administration) but have made it clear that this 
project must be funded within the exis·ting amounts of money for New York City. 
This is a relatively small project for New York City ($10 million) out of a 
proposed $200 million program this fiscal year. I mention it because it is 
an example of the continuing series of grants made by Federal.Departments 
to major cities that assist in the improvement of the urban environment. 

.
-: •• 1 
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U.S.-United Kingdom Aviation Discussions - Negotiations with the United 
Kingdom over additional air service from Boston to London began Tuesday 
in London. The British are willing to grant the United States the right 
to designate Boston for multi-carrier service to London by U. S .• airlines 
only if either Pan Am or TWA divert a portion ·Of their New York-London 
service from Heathrow Airport to ·Gatwick Airport (40 miles from London). 
Our negotiators have countered with a number of proposals, but the talks· 
have broken off pending fur.ther consideration by the British of our offers. 
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June 23, 1978 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20250 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT 

THROUGH Rick Hutcheson 
Staff Secretary 

SUBJEl!:T: Weekly Report 

TRAVEL. The Secretary is in Illinois and Wisconsin for a series 
of farm meetings with Congressman Paul Simon and Congressman 
Al BaMus. 

ENERGY. New thermal standa·rds for homes fi,nanced by the Farmers 
Home Administration will become effective July 1. 

ISA RATIFICATION PERIOD EXTENDED. International Sugar Organization 
(ISO) offici'ally announced that the period of rati'fication for the 
1978 International Sugar Agreement has been extended to December 31 
since about 20 countries, including the U.S. and Canada, 'have not 
yet ratified the lSA • • .  the !SO's executive committee has also 
decided to recommend to a full council session on June 30 that the 
i nt:roducti·on of the system of contri:buti ons for the ag.reement' s 
reserve stock fund be delayed until October 1. 

SOUTH AFRil!:AN CORN. With its second highest corn production on 
record. {9.9 million metric tons now ·estimated:), exports of about 
3.5 million metric tons are expected by South Africa during 1978/79 
(May-April )--this would be at or near a record export level. (H .• S. 
sales to the U.S.S.R. for 1977/78were 10.5 milli on tons of corn.) 

LEGISLATION. House Ag,riculture. Committee reported out the Agri cultural 
Trade Act of 197:8 ( 39-1 ) • Committee adopted Fi nd11 ey amendment allowing 
the Sec.retary to extend 3-year CCC credits to non--market economies and 
the Poage amendment requiring the Department to study export reporting 
and rt to the Committee .by Jan. 3, 1979. 

-_,..· Ol TUCKE 

.

FO� 
Acting Secretary 

'<!!. ��· .. 

l �--

· . . ·: . 
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THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

June 23, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDEN,T 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Charlie Schultze 0 LS 

CEA Weekly Report 

Humphrey-Hawkins. We have run into a snag on the 
Humphrey-Hawkins bill. As you recall, we negotiated 
language which gave the President flexibility, after 1980, 

to propose an unemployment goal different from 4 percent. 
The Senate Human Resources Committee adopted a provis·ion, 
sponsored by Senator Cranston, allowing a one-House vote 
"approving or disapproving" any Presidential modifications 
to the 4 percent g.oal. While the vote has no substantive 
meaning, it nevertheless sets up the possibility of a 
cheap shot at the President. The bill has subsequently 
been referred to the Senate Banking Committee and Senator 
Cranston has decided not to accept an amendment eliminating 
this one-House veto. The sponsors of the bil,l still are 
eager to work with the Administration to develop an acceptable 
chang.e in the bill; we have let it be known that the Cranston 
provision is unacceptable. 'There is still a good possibility 
that the bill can be amended to be acceptable, but it will 
be difficult. I will keep you appri.sed of developments. At 
markup before the Senate Banking Committee la,st week, the 
Committee adopted an amendment to the Humphrey-Hawkins bill 
that will set a general goal of a balanced budget, and one 
that sets a goal of reducing the Federal government's share 
of GNP to 21 percent by 1981 and 20 percent by 1983. We may 
well see many more quite specific amendments of this kind 
tacked on to the bill as it works its way through the Senate. 

Summit Preparations. CEA is working with Henry Owen on 
preparation of briefing materials for the Summit. We.have 
responsibility for initial preparation of four briefing 
papers for the trip. 

Regulatory Analysis Program.. At the time that you 
approved the regulatory analysis program last December, you 
asked that we revi.ew the prog.ram a·fter six months in operation. 
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We have commenced that review, and will report to you as 
soon as our interagency discus.sions are completed with an 
assessment of the impact of the program and with proposals 
for change'S in it, if any appear to be warranted. 

Federal Reserve. I am beginning to provide background 
comments to the press, trying in a low-key wayto make known 
Administration views that the Fed i,s now in danger of overdoing 
monetary rest:raint. We need to make it clear, without 
provoking an open confrontation at this stage, that what the 
Fed is doing does not represent policy approved by the 
Administration, and indeed goes against o.ur ju.dgment of what 
is needed. 
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TH� �ECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

: 
• WASHINGTON, D. C. 20410 

\ . 11. June 23, 1978 
"bt·"· .,.. 

MEM:>RANDUM FOR: The !'resident 
Attention: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Seretru:y 

SUBJOCT.: Weekly Report of Major Departmental Activities 

anded to Include Multifamil Housin • The highly 
successful urban hanesteading program, wlu been l.Il\il..ted in the past to single-
family hanes., will be expanded to include multifamily housing in a dem:mstration 
program in New York City. 'IWo distressed neighborhoods, the South Bronx 
and the lower East Side, will become the first testing ground for this program. Two 
non-profit sponsors will help families rehabilitate their units utilizing a "sweat equity" 
program, under which tenants will eventually earn ownership in a OJOperative apartment. 
The program was announced in a news conference in New York on Thursday. 

T�eted Tandem Program Expanded. The Govermnent National Mortgage Association 1 s 
(GNMA) 'targeted tandem" program has been expanded to include all distressed cities and 

urban oounties. This increases the number of jurisdictions within which FHA-insured 
multifamily projects are eligible for GNMA :below-market rrortgage financing fran 324 
to rrore than 2,100. This expansion reflects the Department 1s oomrnitment to assist small, 
as well as large, cities. 

roves the ro riations Bill without Substantial Change. The House 
approv e HUD f�scal year 19 9 appropr�ations 111 m · stant�al y the fonn 
recx:mnended by the Appropriations Ccmnittee, rejecting a Clarence Miller amendment 
for a 2 percent across the board cut. The arrount provided is consistent with the 
President's request. The House also rejected: an attempt to increase the authorization. 

Philadelphia Block Grant Agreement Signed. The City of Philadelphia sul:Initted a 
canpliance agreanent that resolves a ntlillber of problems uncovered in a Fair Housing/ 
Equal Opportunity investigation of the city, and fran an audit of the city 1 s previous 
block grant records. The agreanent ccmni ts the city to take positive steps to increase 
miriori ty participation in program se:rvices and to raise the level of minority and female 
anployrnent in city agencies. The CC8llpliance agreement makes Philadelphia eligible 
for the Urban Devel.opment Action Grant (UDAG) program, and its application is now 
being processed. 

Improved ecmputer · Services Penni t Better MJni toring of P9ram Activities'. A new 
autanated reporting system to pennit the Office of Corrimunity Planning and Development to 
make randtm, ad hoc inquiries about the progress of Ccrnmuni ty Developrnent Block Grant 
programs has been successfully tested. In addition, a new report retrieval system will 
penni t the field to choose the time and sequence of program reporting requirements to 
better se:rve local priorities. Both new systems should pennit quicker access to project 
reports from .the field at any time. 

Patricia Roberts Harris 
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June. 23, 1978 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: SECRETARY OF LABOR, Ray Marshall ,.� 

"FYI" 

SUBJECT: Major Departmental Activities, June 17-23 

Civil service. reform. I continued my discussions 
with un1.on groups on the veterans preference. Next 
week, I intend to make a speech on civil service 
reform to the national conven.tion of AFSCME (American 
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees). 

Labor law reform sent back to committee. After 
talking with Senators Byrd, Williams and Javits, I 
remain hopeful that the bill can be revived in July. 
It will, however, face difficult sledding. 

Railroad negotiations. I believe that you made 
the r1.ght decision this morning in regard to the rail 
negotiations·. In the near future, I plan to meet with 
Charlie Schul.tze, Bob Strauss and Barry Bosworth to 
discuss the relationship between maj.or labor aegotiations 
and our inflation policy. As the rail situation 
indicated, this can be very treacherous territory. 

c:, 
·f· 

·r: 
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O}fftrt nf tqr 1\ttnmty ·05rnrral 
lht.s4ingtnn,liLQl. 20530 

June 23, 1978 

Principal Activities of the Department of Justice 
for the Week of June 19 through June 23, 1978 

1. Meetings and Events 

On June 21, Vice President Moridale spoke to employees of 
the Justice Department in the Great Hall and answered questions 
from them. On June 20, the Attorney General met with the 
Congressional Hispanic Caucus and representatives of the 
Mexican-American and Puerto Rican Legal Defense Funds to 
discuss their concerns over the guarantee of civil rights to 
Hispanics and problems of alleged police brutality. On June 21,. 
the Attorney General attended the. first mee.ting of the Antitrust 
Study Connnission and then hosted its· members for lunch. That 
same day, the Attorney General participated in a press briefing 
on the Administration's position regarding the legislative veto. 
O.n June 2'2,the Attorney General testified in the House in support 
of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. 

2. Lykes-LTV Merger 

On We.dnesday the Department consented to the proposed 
merger of the Lykes Corporation with the LTV Corporation. In 
a letter to counsel, the Attorney General noted that the apparent 
anticompetitive effect·s of the merger, resulting from its 
combining of Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company and Jones and 
Laughlin Steel Corporation, did not justify blocking the merger 
becaus·e there was a grave probability that Lykes, which owns 
Youngstown, would fail without the merger. Such a failure 
would itself adve.rsely affec,t competition and would also have 
adverse consequences for employees, creditors, and other 
p.arties which might be avoided through the merger. 

;:·:·· 
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3. DOJ Policy on Media Search Warrants 

On June 22,Philip Heymann, the nominee to be Assistant 
Attorney General for the Criminal Division, testified before 
a Senate Subconnni ttee on the Jus'tice Department 's policy on 
the use of subpoenas and search warrants against reporters 
and media facilities, procedures recently sustained in the 
Supreme Court's decision in Zurcher v. Stanford Daily. He 
testified that strict Department regulations now govern the 
i·ssuance of subpoenas to the press, and stated that the 
Justice Department is preparing regulations governing the 
federal use of search warrants for media facilities. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Frank Press .ff 

SUBJ,ECT: Progress Report of Science and Teehnology Advisor 

L You approved my leading a delegation of senior government S and T 
officials to China. The trip will occur in July or AugusL It will 
include the directors of NASA, NSF, NIH, USGS, and assistant secre
taries for R&D .from Agriculture,, Commerce and Energy. Proposals 
for cooperative efforts in S and T are being prepared together with 
proposed talking points. This is the highest level technological 
delegation we have ever sent to any country. 

2. My annual meeting with Deputy Prime Minister Kirillin (whom you met 
last year), dealing with the senior US/USSR S&T agreement is scheduled 
for July 17. Although a number of scientific delegations to the USSR 
have been cancelled in recent weeks due to personal decisions of the 
scientists involved, we are planning ,to .go unless there is a major 
"trial" in the interim. The Soviets have been unusually cooperative 
this past year in trying to improve their performance. Both trips 
ar.e being coordinated with Zhig and Cy. 

3. The comprehension review of Civil Space Policy which you requested 
by September 1 has been initiated by the Space Policy Review Committee 
established under PD-37. Task forces have been established in such 
areas as: strategy for satellite design and launch which takes into 
account shuttle capability; deve±op national space exploration and 
space applicatian goals for the next decade; management plans for 
LANDSAT; and improved transfer of technology and data between civil 
and natianal security space programs. 

4. I am working with Jack Gilligan and Henry Owen to setup the Planning 
Office to prepare the charter, structure, and budget for the new 
Foundation for International Technological Cooperation (FITC) which 
you approved as part af the AID reor:ganization. FITC will provide 
a focus for marshalling US Science and Technology in and aut of govern
ment to support developing countries. 

5. The Domestic Policy Review of the problems of Industrial Innovation 
in the U.S. is now underway. Your approval of this activity amounts 
to the highest level af attention it has ever received. There is 
widespread support from industry, labor and the press. 



MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Weekly Status Report 

OFFICE OF THE 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Over the past two weeks we have sununarized our efforts to reduce the. 
burdens imposed by our regulatory programs. Our activities go beyond 
simply streamlining the traditional r.egulatory machinery. We are also 
developing alternative approaches which will allow flexibility to find 
the least expensive means of achieving environmental goals. Among alter
natives offering the. promise of major cost savings are: 

o The "bubble concept," which involves setting emission limi.ts for 
.an· entire plant rather than for each smokestack or sewer pipe. 
Under this approach a company will have an option on where to 
invest in pollution control. 

· 

o Pollution offsets, which allow a fir.m facing costly pollution con
trols to negotiate arrangements providing for tighter controls on 
neighboring plants instead, if this will achieve the same cutback 
in emissions at a lower cost. This approach is now being used in 
our air program. 

o Marketable per.mits, which involve "auctioning off" a limited number 
of permits to use a valuable but potentially hazardous substance. 
This approach uses the efficiencies of the marketplace to set 
prices and to decide who gets the right to use the materials. We 
are now exploring the possible use of this approach in regulating 
certain uses of aerosols which can damage the earth's atmosphere. 

·some of the other regulatory initiatives we are exploring (and in some 
cases implementing) include emission charges, permitting provisions designed 
to promote innovative technologies, and special incentives to promote improved 
operation of pollution control equipment. we are also providing the staff 
work for the Resource Conservation Committee's investigations of new ways 
(•for example, solid waste disposal charges and deposits on beverage con
tainers and other products) to encourage recycling and resource conservation. 

All of these new approaches require careful ana·lysis before they can 
be put. into effect on a broad scale. Some will a.:lso require legislative 
changes, and some will undoubtedly run into other obstacles. There has 
already been one court ruling against the bUbble concept, for example. 
Nevertheless, we are confident that many, if not all, of them will prove 
effective and that they will ultimately go a long way toward reducing the 
cost impact.of pollution control. �����.,�--' 

Barbara Blum 
Acting Administrator 
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1\;1� United States of America 
Geni!ral Services Administration 
Washington, D.C. 20405 
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June 23, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

THRU: Ri c:k Hutcheson 

SUBJECT: Weekly Report of GSA Activities 

ChHes Hearings 

I testified today during the second day of hearings held by Senator 
lawton Chiles on cases of fraud uncovered at GSA. 

Nashville Train Station Project 

The. Senate Pub 1 i c Works Committee passed the prospectus for the renovation 
of the Na·shville Union Station. This will be the first train station to 
be converted to Federal space. We hope to have the project completed in 
time for Nashville•s bicentennial. 

Annual Mayors•· Conference 

I attended the Annual Conference of Mayors this week i'n Atlanta and spoke 
to a group of approximately 100 mayors about the urban policy. They were 
very interested in our program of renovating train stations for use as 
Federal space. They were also enthusiastic to hear of the availability 
of railroad property which may be used in the revitalization of urban areas. 
I have been extremel:Y pleased with the relati:onship we at GSA have estab-
1 ·. hed with a 11 of the .mayors with whom we have met to talk about urban 

;'.:• . :::�. 



THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

WASHINGTON 

June 23, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR T.HE PRESIDENT 

Subject: Highlights of Treasury Ac·tivities 

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM 

I am sending regular information btdletins on t·l:le 
Reform to our employees:. 

UK TREATY 

Our loss of the Treaty Friday in the Senate was a 

hard blow. We expected a closer vote and were hurt 
badly by absences. 

NEW YORK CITY 

The timing of the Senate vote remains uncertain, but 
a favorable outcome seems certa1n. We w1ll wa1t unt1l 
Conference to 1ron out the several problems in the Senate 
Banking Committee bill; our prospects in Conference are 
also good. 

FINANCIAL MARKETS 

The Open Marke-t Committee of the FederaT Reserve Board 
raised the Federal Funds Rate by 1/4 point this week, which 
is bringing along significant increases in all short term 
intere.st rates and further declines in stock prices. This 
action puts short terin.interest rates near the maximum-
levels that Treasury-CEA-OMB . .for·eca;s.ts have assumed would 
pertain through 1978 and 1979. Tf monetary conditions 
continue to tighten, which is not. unlikely, our internal 
projections of 4 percent real g:rowth in GNP for 1978 and 
1979 will probably haVe to be shaded downward. 

For the present, I think we should refrain from 
criticizing the Fed. 

o We would come out on the short end of any public 
confrontation. The Fed's actions ieflect an anxiety 
about inflation which is generally shared through
out the country. Also the press would have great 
fun with our inability to get along with Miller • 

. , 

.•: .; 
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• Public criticism would make it much more difficult 
f or Miller to moderate the conservative f orces 
wi thi n ·the Open Market Committee. He woald have 
to redouble eff orts to prove his "independence" 
of the Administration. 

• A public di spute would cause great concern .and 
uncertainty in do:ptestic .and 1nternat·ional financial 
markets·. 

• M os ·t importantly, the Fed has no.t yet been clearly 
"wrong." in . its monetary policy. 

tf the F ed co:n:t:inues :tightening, :that ·tine may be 
breached. we· :c:an: a:t tha:t poi:nt :s:ubtTy, di:stanc·e· ou:r:s'elves 
throu:gh backgr ound brie:f:in·gs ·ahd the· :i:ike. 

w. 'Michael Blumenthal 
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. THE WHITE HOUSE 
WA:SHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Secretary Califano 

The attached was.returned 
in the President's outbox 
today and is forwarded 
to you for appropriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

SWINE FDU CLAIMS 
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20201 

June 23, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRES !DENT 

SUBJECT: Weekly Report on HEW Ac-tivities 

The following is my weekly re.port on significant activities 
in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare: 

• Cost Containment. It now appears that the Commerce Com
mittee will vote -the bill out next week. Tim Lee Carte.r 
abandoned us for one vote, but is now back on board and 
will vote to report the bill out. He supported an 
amendment that will further reduce the bill's savings. 
This in turn has caused some of the liberals to think 
about moving off the bil:t. It is truly a delicate 
situation. We hope to develop a germane amendment to 
reduce the damag-e done by this week's amendment that 
bo-th the liberals and Dr. Carter can support. 

e Welfare Reform. I met yesterday with Al Ullman and Jim 
Corman. They are now under tremendous pressure from 
their colleagues not to take a welfare bill to the 
floor this year. They have talked to the Speaker, who 
has in turn talked to Senator Byrd. The ultimate 
rationale: the calendar. The filibusters in the Senate 
make it imposs-ible to deal with everything this year: 
the Speaker does no-t want to proceed with welfare 
unless both Houses can pass a bill. This message was 
passed to the House Whips by the Speaker on Thursday. 

I asked Ullman and Corman nonetheless to complete 
work on a draft bill using the New Coalition specifi
cations. I think it important that we have a finished 
piece of work as a starting point for any discussions 
about the shape of an incremental bill that could be 
introduced next year. They agreed. 

• Legislative Initiatives. We will present a short 
briefing for you on Monday on possible HEW legislative 
initiatives for next year. The purpos.e of the briefing 
is to state some important problems, describe options 
we are exploring, and get any guidance you may have at 
this early stage in their development. 

• Adoles·cent Health Speech. On Monday, I will speak to 
the Institute of Medicine. The theme: adolescence is 
a crucible for promoting good health or developing 
health problems. There are immediate health problems 
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that are too often not addressed because adolescents 
have left their pediatrician but need more than the 
crisis care afforded most adults. But even more important, 
adolescence is a time in which critical habits --
attitudes toward smoking and drinking and nutrition, 
etc. -- are formed that shape personal health for the 
rest of one's life·. The health profes•sions must focus 
more attention on adolescents' health needs. This 
speech is a precursor of the major statement on prevention 
that I hope you will be able to make this sunnner. 

• Swine Flu Claims. Afte-r close consultation and agree
ment with the Department of Justice, we have decided 
not to make claimants prove negligence in cases brought 
oythose who participated in the Swine Filu program and 
who contracted the Guillain-Barre syndrome. That 
syndrome resul-ts in temporary paralysis and, in rare 
instances, permanent paralysis or death. The reason 

9 JI,J,_ 
for the decision: the informed conse.nt form that was /1'1• given to participants in the Swine Flu program did not 

. � mention Guillain-Barre and was clearly defective. 

� 
· Although the government may not have been technically 
_,1Le, negl.igent (because the effec.ts of Guillain-Barre were 

M"tiJiv- / not known at the time) , we think it unfair to bar 

, ;, 
recovery for people who followed the government's 

jeJ?'j {I). urging to get a flu shot not knowing of Guillain-Barre. 

�-(it,! �,;.,.. However, each case will be reviewed carefully to 
fl"- r 1 JA!tl,. make sare that the occurrence of Guillain-Barre resulted 
�� yr from a Swine Flu shot and that the amount of compensation 
I - p � 

i.s· appropriate. At present there are more than 400 l,vt' ��� cases pending, alleging more than $370 million in . 
;' /IP damages. Many of these claims are significantly inflated . 

. 1� ..£- Although we cannot give a hard number , we expect that 
1 ./. �y the ultimate financial exposure will be less than 

f� $50 million. 

Joseph A. Califano, Jr. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

.June 30, 1978 

Hamilton Jordan 

The attached was returned in 
· the Pre siden.t ' s outbox today and is forwarded to you for ·your information. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Tim Kraft 
Jim Gammill 

MIKE O'CALLAGHAN 
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THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

WASHINGTON 

M EM:o RAN DU M T 0 T H E P R E S I D E.N T 

From: S e·c ret a r y o f t he lr:'1 t e r i o r 

J u n e 2 3 , 1 97 8 

Subject: Major Topics for the Week of June 19 

It 1 ooks 1 ike the tuna are scheduled to meet us on Saturd'ay, 
J u 1 y 1 • P'h i 1 i s p u t t i n g i t to·g e t h e r . 

As you cre.ate the Federal Emergency Management Agency 1 et me 
suggest Mike o•callaghan as the possible Director. He was in 
the old on1ce of Emergency Preparedness und:er th·e Johnson 
Ad m i n i s t r a t i o n a n d he i s 1 o y a 1 • 

The Alaska· legislation is being marked up in t:he Se·nate Com
mittee. Jackson says it will be se�t to the floor after the 
July recess. At that point I may need your help with Senator 
Byrd. 

Attached is the two page 11 News Summary .. o·n your Water Policy 
th�t Stu asked me to send you. 
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. ·NEWS :SUMMARY .. 

·� - . . . ' . . 

.. 
II.- � • Ca�t:er,.':s .-· . .. n.�.Mr ':w.a'te:r: ··p'olicy ..... ·_must be ·_p_ut down· .as .·p·r'ogr.ess_ .. : ;, 
a fdot· t:p. ·the wes��r� door;·, . slainme� shut .. , iii 1976. '{ (L. 'A. Times 

.. .Jack: .G:e:rmon<;f' anq 'JuJe's :Witcp•ve!') · · 

.· .. . . 
. ' ' ·. .. . . .. . . . . . . .: _._ . . · . 

. : . 

• 1 .- �<< ·: Whi-1� ·avotd:i,ng· -a _d-irec�:_
··
_attack. -: . c_arte;· .... is se�king a major . 

· depart-ure ··from p;a_st '!le,gislati:v:e practices. in whi:bh water project·s· 
w.er.e do:led o_,ut · -a·:s · p·o!litical plums, .. . 11 (Dick. Kirschte-n/Natiorial 
Jourttal:.) ·, �- · .. . 

· · .- · · · · · · . . · · 
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· · .. · · 

t. • 
. •. . .  h 

�·. • 
.;: • 

. ?:: '< .:� ha·r:t��-, s ac:t�lo11Jsr a:r-� likefy': to ·c:to. li,t�'Ie to staun:ch the hemor,-
. ·�-;rh�g�e�·of �w;at.er,:_an:d'money.:.in. ·the we·st., �-Bu·t no_-previous- President · . . - · 

., -1;h�d . . �tih�.
-:ri:e;rt-e:.�-tp:,;, ta¢_k±e:. _ _  the._.-:prob.lem: at: :aJiL · .. �"-.. (N'ewS>\yee�) .. · .

_ 
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.
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;:. ·, .- . f • �� . . . . •• ... ··.. ' 
· · · :··-n; • •  .Carter . •  ;.,se:ems 't:o• ha-ve· :won. a· clear vic·t·ory .in round 2 of it:s 
. ·:iz>��it·t!l:.e· _f_o:r: "w��t:e:�·n water>. ref.orm.' � . 1' (Rodiy Mt. ·-N:e�s/ Jerry Brqwn) 

' ' .  '·· ... - · . . ·.:r ... 
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. '!·.. . . . �· 
. . . ' - . 

. 
'" 

. 
: ,:· . . ; : . . . - ·_ ·, . -� . - . 

' , . : . . . : � . ' 
· : . · .  ' ' � .. Carter's' - pohicy ... ·�l_'ear.Iy r.epresent•s a:n ·awa:re;Jiess .. �that pol it-

. 

· .. £ca:;t. prudence: ·d·i.ctates- ,a more conciliatory approach to: the'·emotionar 

. ; 

�is' sue. o-f wafer . . ·> (Gordon. Whi'te /Deseret Ne.ws) . . . . . . . . .. . 

. . . -
.. . . � '�-; .' 

_.' 
·_�STATE REACTIO!i,, 

. ·. "• . 

·.·· . . 

:i. 

. GOV._. BRUCE BA�BITT-; ·''It'�· :a hell of· a lot b�·tter than the o.,r�g±na:l_ . p·ro·p_os·�l� .� . ; . " . .  

•.·. . . 
· ·: . 

G<?V. RICHAin> ·-LA·MM :. --:_"T�,� ;west
.
' �a:n defini��ly ela:�m· a: l:i:mite<;I y_ictory ... " 

GOV� . .'-ARTHUR ·LINK: " . . •  :it appea:rs· t·o ·be a ·posi tiv:e. step . . ; It seems 
to �i)ldw_·:states e-nou-gh l:atit,ude and fh�xihf�:j!ty t'o pa.rticip�te ::i·n 
w:,tter, poli-cy pl::tns . .  �." 

.... . . '·. 
GOV . . SCOTT M�THESON·: !'·�:;aid·.-.'�:he-· 'has ·the -Uneasy feeling' that •a 

·.'.l-ot. of t·he .. language .in the message .whi-ch appears in'nocuous will pr.o
v_fde- .the _basis. for a heavy. hanp ·of addlt:ioilal :bureaucratiG: 'costs .. aJnd . 

• delays•. r··� ;, .• -" . 

'oov. 'ED HERS.CHLHR: . II • • •  Carter''s water poiJcy i$ much: 
·. the, W;es.tern st;ate-s expe.et�d ... �We t_hi-nk ·wit:h··nur water' 

p-r·o·gram we may be ·a.ble _to" participat.e ,-" · . . . . . _: . : : . . : : .  . . . . ·. ··-· ... : . 

·,-

better th�n 
developme�t 

OoV�'-MTKE O'CALLAGHAN::: ''Generilly -the·GQvernor a:pplaude.d.the: Pres-'-·_ 
ident's· p�og::r:a:ni:.''-

, .. . 

.' .. -

. . ·.·.;: .. -
,.1 
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· _:SEN_;·. FLOYD HASKELL( -->�The· jJ�,es±dent 's p.oi!icy .

· 

. .  i-s . ·�a :m·ixture ··of : innovat-ions,· reasonabie _so1 .. utiori•s . . arict _new �oncept s wpi.ch need • ·. 

·._further �.xploration by state :.and 'local in·te-�e.st � ;  � ,._ ... · · 
· : . . ' . . . ' ' . : . ' . . . . . . . . . . . ' ' : . . . .. � . 

-,SEl-L PETER DOMENICI: . : II ; ' -:th� Pre.stde-nt is, ·wa.t.er. poli·cy. ·. :· represehfs 
a··sound; be.gi'nn ing , one· we ·must .wefgJJ:w-(th great care._-. . " · . · · 

. ' . 
' ' . . .� ' 

' 
' ' 

� -
. . : 

•.. ·SEN. JEN�UNGS: RANDOLPH:.·: ,; •... . ·.'t-he• general thrust. �-·.is based on the ·' ·. " 
. r·�a:l-izatton th.at our wate-:r supplie's -�re· not .limftie,ss .. . .. -�he adnii,n� . 
. ±st:fat±qn and<Cong:ress· mu'st "now.. I t_ra:ns:late 'this .approach fnt,.o a· : . 
. wo-:r:),{able· pr'ogram•···· . . · . ' . ' ' ..... 

· 
· SE� : "G�R�: HA

·
R� �

-
.,::;:,P��is�d the -�dnii·nistrat:ion !_.s.::i:nl ti.atives. ;_. ; , 

• • ' ' t • .• ·.�:., • .· . 
)
. 1' . 

' . . 

. -:_· -�· _.;REP.·.�Mo:Em±s· tiDALL::·� "•·•!': Udn::k�··th� ·poli cy is. a:·good, worka-ble' 
. ,compil:omise .. ; .:,:. ..- , · 

· · ·, ·: ·· ·, .. · · 
· · - · · ·. . . · · . · · · 

·.·, : 

' . ' •• • • • . .:!'"··· . .. ' 
,·.'· . ..-�·· . . ' .... · . :·� . q. ' 

': . 

·, � - . . . .. . . , .. � '·-'· ,. 
-� . . 

; · . .  

. . , .. wlsH:'rNhTON �sTARi · . . ·· '"' :: ,.'·. e·�·rt·er . . . �eems to' .have st.ruck ·an. �c.ceptab1'$ 
�.- '�.�.-.;rn¢d.i��m·. :pe-t;w,e:ep:·�,:eb:vJ.)�o·Q.men.talists ana wou.ld-be <ram bui!tders. ·;:. . 
' His' t�reat,� .'.}t;Ot vet,q .a·.:)?WQllen .House pubrlie _-works bill . ... .. !pay be an,; 
. ·in,d�cat·Jo:n::- :of. .h1$.i·resq]ve ;"';' . 6/ 1�. 

· - · 
· · · . 

• • '._ • 
>I �<., , 't ' , ··, . . , ' ' : ., �·. ·• ' ' .  

'·NE.W'-·YORK .'i<rM�s, .. :;<\;, .\>.the·�-� .progr�m seems 1lke a reasonabie .pc>i'itical 
.. dooipfoikf'�e, . �:Bu:t;-,t-f::·.·can .be· suc:c'essful only.. if· t11-e. Presi dent . stands· . 

. · ·f.irm: .ag�:tn�t. po·rkbar;r-�:III:iirg -p�lit.i.caris :in· Congress. �. ·"' 6/12 
:{: J::.' : · .-.· 

WASHINGTON: POS:T: · " ... Carte:r has tried. n.ar.d to produce. a reas.ori:able 
· and 'politically .acc�pt;ab-le .Program: · WfiliL·:�t: have:.·much. ef fect? · · -

· That depe.i).d.s 'qh�.: ... �Carter''·s w:Lllingness to b� ·very :;r±rni with Congress 
. 

· ·',: · ·6/. B':.. .. . :. · ·-- · 
. . 

:I .. . ·, . �-. .. . · � -

�OCKY MO.U�TAIN' NEW;S: ,·, .. . .  Ca�ter Is' p_ropos�ls seem t� strike � re:a.
sonable ):>alanee betwE3en .cpmpetin_g forces .which rarely see eye ;t:o: ey_e . 
on any;thi·n,g: . . •:• . 6/11 . · · · 

' . 
. '' ' 

'DESERET NEWS: . "Preside-nt· Cart·er des�:tves· h�gh m�rk$ for . . d�ood _ 

_ : . _, ·intentiori:s- . .  ·.-'' 6/7 · , . 

-� CHICAGO s
'
uN-'ri•MES: ,,, II . . ·.Carter l:s new! . ,jp',OfLcy st;rike·S: . a de-li;cate 

ba1ance betwee!l• . · long :r;.ange needs . ·and pol'it ical realism . ". 

SEATTLE ·TIMES;: . . "C'a:r:te:r' s<. .. . proposals: .consti t.ute. ·�
·wOrthy . compromise 

.t�at · d�serve P}l'bli-c· su:pp�rt.·" 6/1.1 · · 

· 

. .  , 
· 

CHICAGO· 'I'RIBUNE: ,-, .. :the.� .Pres:i,d�i:tt: . .  has. retreated·. to. a posi ti�.ri 
.. so equivocal that both �estern goyernot's and conse•rv:.ation, organiza-

.t.:lons: are . expressi:J1'g -tempered ap:provaJ .. � ,, .. 6/8 . . . 
. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 2 3, 1978 

YOUR MEETING W:ETH SECRE.TARY JOE CALIFANO 
Monday, June 26, 1978 

I. PURPOSE 

11:00 a.m. (45 minl:ltes) 
Cabinet Room 

From 

Joe will present charts outli:rling HEW's major 
programmatic initiatives for next year. There 
will be no specific legislative proposals, and 
the meeting will simply seek your thoughts and 
general reactions to six basic issues: 

( 1) Long-term care; < 

( 2) Mental health; L... 

( 3) Disability;'-
( 4) Youth; e-. 

(5) Ag.ing; -

(6) Higher education.� 

II. PARTICIPANTS 

Secretary Joe Califano 
Unde·r Secretary Hale Champion 
Henry OWen 
Ben Heineman 
Leonard Schafer 
Stuart Eizenstat 
Jim Mcintyre 
Anne Wexler 
Jack Watson 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 23, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESID� 
FROM: JACK WATSON 

LARRY GIL;:,p.J�IS 

SUBJECT: Federal 
with S 

Monday l'leeting 

As noted last week I plan to give you prior to each Monday 
morning one on one session with a Cabinet member a brief 
description of his/her agency's performance in implementing 
your directives. Following is a summary of HEW's relevant 
actions along with a sample of significant public comments 
on apparent agency failures to comply. The public comments 
have been forwarded to Secretary Califano for detailed 
response. If you could refer to these items in your 
meeting with Secretary Califano it would be helpful to 
our efforts to encourage full agency compliance. 

HEW has generally been in the forefront in implementing 
your directives of September 9. Since that date, HEW 
has: 

0 

0 

0 

Identified 28DO grant recipients ($1.2 billion) 
for conversion from check to letter of credit 
payment under new Treasury guidelines issued 
last December and actively worked with Treasury 
to convert all eligible grants; HEW currently 
has 3162 letters of credit with annual advances 
of $52 billion; 

Eliminated numerous reports including 15 in the 
Heal.th Care Financing Administration and 15 in 
the Social Security Administration on old age and 
disability benefit programs; 

Identified 1392 planning requirements in 58 
separate programs and is moving to eliminate 

.8 percent and simplify an additional 50 percent 
(will require 1039 statutory and administrative 

chang.es); 



0 

0 

-2-

Fully implemented those portions of the 
directive which impose a limit of 1 original 
and 2 copie s  of any application or reporting 
form, sing.le signatures, abbreviated modifi
cation and grant renewal procedures, and allows 
grant·ees the option of choosing which set of 
rules to operate under when the re are administra
tive rule changes during the life of a grant; 
and 

Initiated Operation Common Sense to evaluate 
the agency's grant procedures with an eye toward 
establishing a core set of generally applicable 
agency rules, sunset review of regulations, and 
simplified administrative requirements. 

Often repeated public criticism about HEW's federal aid 
actions includes: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Failure to distribute reporting forms, information 
requirements, and audit schedules on a timely 
basis; this is especially true for the Office 
of Education and in all programs for the handi
capped; 

Office of Education requiring a completely new 
set of plans for the renewal of State Facilitator 
and ESEA Title VI grants as well as duplicative 
material for grant modifications under the 
Vocational and Adult Education Act; 

HEW's Office of Education and Office of Civil 
Rights each requiring that student populations 
be categorized by race and ethnic minority, then 
requiring that the information be submitted in 
different formats; 

Office of Education continuing to require 2 

original sig.ned applications and 5 copies of 
the grant application under the Vocational 
Technical and Adult Informa·tion Act of 1976 

before funding; in all, there are 7 certifications 
required, and these must be signed by B different 
individuals; 

Failure to specify the format and issue instructions 
for the collection and reporting of 1977-1978 Voca
tional Education Data to be submitted in June 1979; 

and 



0 

-3-

Requiring three separate plans for each of the 
3 programs in the summer lunch program (run in 
conjunction wi th USDA) even though the information 
is constant over time and the goals of the program 
elements are part of an overall plan. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

Stu Eizenstat 

... , . 
•' 

\ 
I 
I 
' 

1 
I i l 

The attached was returned in the 
Presid�nt's outbox today ana is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
handling. The signed original 
has been given to Bob Linder for 
transmittal to the Hill. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Bob Linder 
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ACTION 
LAST DAY - Monday June 26 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

.WASHINGTON 

June 24, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT .· 

Enrolled Bill s. 2553 - Maritime�' 
Administration Authorizations 

You must decide by Monday, June 26, whethe·r to sign or 
veto this bill. 

THE BILL 

Authorizes appropriations of $496.7 million for maritime 
cons.truction and operating subsidies, and for maritime 
research, education and administration. The bill also 
raises the ceiling on the ship construction loan guarantee 
prog.ram from $7 billion to $10 billion. The authorization 
level is $2.2 million above your budget, but the House 
appropriations committee has reported appropriations $13.0 

mill�on below our level. The higher loan guarantee ceilinq 
is needed to continue our ship construction program (primarily 
for LNG carriers) although the added authority may not be 
need�d until 19�0. 

THE VOTES 

House - 326 - 86 

Senate - Voice 

ARGUMENTS FOR SIGNING 

This is a routine authorization bill which is within 4/lO
.of 

one percent of your recommendation. A veto would certainly 
shock the maritime industry and could probably not be sus.tained. 

ARGUMENTS FOR VETO 

In a letter to the second ranking Republican (McCloskey) on 
the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, OMB has 
objected to the lack of budgetary controls and strict eligibility 
criteria in the maritime loan guarantee program. The Committee 
failed to modify the bill tc>rneetOMB's concerns. 



AGENCY AND STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 

All agencies contacted, including OMB, recommend that you 

sign this bill, except Treasury which "would support a 
veto�recommendation." 

All senior staff who commented recommend that you sign 
this bill. I recommend that you sign the bill. 

OMB has recommended that you issue a signing statement 
associating yourself with their letter to McCloskey and 
directing the Commerce Department to prepare legislation 
to modify the loan guarantee program. I believe that it 
would be unwise for you to sign such a statement. The 
McCloskey letter dismayed and antagonized the maritime 
community. The OMB l.egis.lative proposals have little 

·chance of passage and are certain to stir criticism 
from the shipbuildin:) industry (which is facing layoffs 
as high as 40,000 workers beginning this fall). Signing 
the OMB statement would simply arouse political opposition 
while serving no productive end. 

You can -- and should -- issue a directive to the Commerce 
Department for corrective legislation without a signing 
statement. We could work with OMB on this directive if 

·you desire. 

Frank and I recommend that you sign this bill, but issue 
no statement. 

DECISION 

Sign s. 2553 

Veto s. 2553 

Prepare Directive to Commerce .;,;_ 
Department 

Issue Signing Statement 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

June . 2 6 , 1978 

Charlie Schultze 

The attached was returned in the 
.President's outbox today and is 

for:wa.rded to you f,or appropriate 
handling . 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc : Barry Bo,sworth 
Stu E.izenst'at 
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LOG IN7TO PRESIDENT TODAY 

IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND 

NO DEADLINE 

LAST DAY FOR ACTION -

ADMIN CONFID 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SECRET 

EYES ONLY 

VICE PRESIDENT 

EIZENSTAT 
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HEMORANDDr1 FOR: 

SUBJECT: 

THE BILL 

. . . . .  ··-········------···---·-··-··-----·-· 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 24, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT 

Enrol.led Bill H. R. 14 36 

ACTION 

Relief of William H. Klusmeier 
(Sponsor - Rep. Pickle, D-Texas) 

The enrolled private bill _would relieve Nilliam H. Klusmeier, 
publisher of the Austin Citi.zen, of liability for $6,575.23 

in unpaid postage� This is the difference. between the 
amount which should have been paid and the amount ac.tually 
paid by Hr. Klusmeier for second-class mailing.s of the 
ne\..rspaper for the period from March 5, 197 3 to August 10, 
1974. 

·�r:{· 

On Harch 5, 1973, the newspaper chang.ed its frequency from 
weekly to two issues per week. In July, 1974 the paper 
began to be published three times per week. \-Teekly newspapers 
are entitled to a special second-c·lass rate. that is heavily 
subsidized to ensure that sparselLy populated areas have 
regularly delivered newspape·rs. Newspapers published more 
frequently are not entitled to rates that are as greatly 
reduced. The publisher, acting on the erroneous advice 
of the Texas Newspaper Ass.ociation and incorrect information 
from his local post office, paid a lesser rate than was 
provided by law. The error was discovered by the postal 
service during an audit and in January, 1976 the publisher 
was billed for the balance that was due. This bill provides 
that the balance will be paid from general revenues. 

VOTES IN CONGRESS 

The bill passed the House by unanimous consent and the 
Senate by voice vote. 

; :.- · : . 
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ARGm-1:ENTS FOR SIGNATURE 

• This is a private bill, sponsored by a Democrat, and 
involves only $6,000. 

• Three similar private bills have been signed by 
previous presidents. 

• The Congress appears to have found that the publisher 
relied at least in part on erroneous advi6e from the 
Postal Service. 

ARGUMENTS FOR VETO 

• In fairness and equity, the publisher clearly owes 
money to the Postal Service. 

• The taxpayers should not subsidize delivery of the 
Austin Citizen at a greater rate than required by public 
law. 

e The erroneous low rate was of no crucial importance 
to the publisher's decision to increase the frequency 
of his newspaper. He continued to use the mails to 
distribute his newspaper after higher rates were charged 
beginning in September 1974 and has continued to mail 
his newspaper at the proper rates until the present. 

• The Postal Service believes that the publisher either 
knew or should have known that he was not paying enough 
postage. 

AGENCY AND STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 

mm recommends approval and the Postal Service recommends 
a veto, each for the reasons given above. Anne and Bob 
recommend signature as the bill involves very little money 
and passed unanimously by the Congress. 

I agree 'that this bill should be signed. Although Congressman 
Pickle, the sponsor of this legislation, has not been particularly 
helpful to us and Congressional Liaison advises nothing would be 
lost from their standpoint if the bill is vetoed, a veto does not 
seem in order here. 

The newspaper initially acted on the advice (subsequently proven 
to be erroneous) of the Texas Newspaper Association that their 
paper was not considered a daily unless published three times 
or more per week and was therefore still eligible for the lower 
weekly rates. In August of 1974 at a meeting between the parties, 
the local Postmaster, representing the Postal Service, told the 
newspaper he would waive collection of the past due amount, 
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while applying the proper rate for the future because the Postal 
Service itself had computed the postage erroneous.ly and because 
of the delay in requesting the additional postage. Because 
of Mr. Klusmeier's good faith reliance, the erroneous calculations 
of the Postal Service, the decision by the local Postmaster to 
waive collection (not reversed until January 1976 by the 
Washington office of the Postal Service) and because relief has 
been granted in three similar cases by Congress in recent years, 
a veto would be inappropriate. 

DECISION 

Sign H.R. 1436 

Veto H.R. 1436 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

MR. PRESIDENT: 

In response to your question: Stu-Jim-Frank, if it was 
owed to you, would you n,ot collect it? 

No, not if I had acted in the way the Postal Service had 
done here, initially telling the man in August of 1974 that 
the Postal Service would waive collection of the amount 
past due and would only apply the proper rate for 
the future, and in light of his good faith re.liance on 
the erroneous calculation initially made and not 
reversed until several years later by the Postal Service. 

In short, the Postal Service has "unclean hands". On the 
other hand, if you veto this bill the foundations of the 
Republic will remain solid. 



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

June 26, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE. PRESIDENT 

Subject: Your note on· Stu's Memo on Enrolled Bill 
H.R. 1436 - Relief of William H. Klusmeier 

The decision on this bill was a close call. If the 
debt were .owed to me, I would personally have pressed' 
for collection·. OMB recommended approval of the bill, 
mainly })ecause: 

the errors in computing. the postal rate and 
·in misinforming. Mr. Klusmeier of his liability 
were made by local postal officials. 

-- wh·en the error ·:was discovered .in August, 1974., 
the local postmaster told Mr. Klusmeier that 
he would. waive collection of the pa•st due 
amount, although this exceeded his authority; 
it was only in January, 1976, that the national 
office of the USPS demanded payment of the 
entire amol:lnt. · 

three earlier enrolled bills with s·imilar 
factual situations, i.e,., errors made by Postal 
Service leading to underpayments, were signed 
into law. 

· · 

While OMB recommended approval, we would have no serious 
· problem i.f you decide to veto the bill. 

Mcintyre, Jr. 
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;;; d���··)ir: .. : \ ·�'8Pj� 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIOENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Jim Mcintyre� 
SUBJECT: House Action on Appropriations Bills 

It is important for you to understand at the outset that the House and 
Senate. Appropriations ;processes will in to.tal show a reduction from 
your budget. However, .in our judgment this is a phony reduction which 
obscures significant budget changes. 

1. The to,tals. --The Speaker gave. you figures indicating a reduction of 
$·3 • .2 billion from you:r budget for the eight bills on which the House 
had completed work and anticipated a total $4.5 billion reduction 
for all bills now scheduled. Our interpretation of these figures 
is .as foLlows (in millions) : 

Total 
change 

Subtotal--completed , 
June· 20 . . . • • . . . • . . . • • • -3,204 

Total--'scheduled 
appropriations bills 
(11 bills) • • . • . • • . . . • . -4,545 

As. you can see from these totals: 

Changes that do not Effective 
affect program totals· changes 

-3,137 

-4,.266 

-67 
(+1, 158) 

-279 
(+1,158) 

We agree that the 11 appropriations bills scheduled through 
June will show a reduction of $4' .54 billion from your budget. 
(Note.: Two bills, -Defense and the District of Columbia, have 

not been reported.) 

We believe that $4.27 billion of this reduction is phony 
composed, for examp!le., of paper cuts in uncontrollable 
programs. 

These totals mask significant increases to actual pro·grams 
in many appropriat1ons bills .. 

The totals also mask significant decreases to your budget in 
one important area, foreign aid. 



ADMINISTRATIVEI.Y CONFIDENTIAL 

We conclude that the numbers cited in the Speaker's 
memorandum are profoundly misleading,. Through the use of 
false cuts they erroneously imply large reductions from 
your budget, and they mask massive changes in priorities. 

2. Changes that do not affect.program levels 

Appropria·tions bill 

Treasury . . . . • . • . • . • • . . . . • •  

Transportation • • • • • • . . • • • •  

Public works • . . . • . • .. . . .• . • •  

Labor-HEW • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • .  

Military construction . • •  �. 

Legislative . •  � • . • • • . . • • .• •  

H�UD • • • .• • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • .• • • •  

State-Jus.tice • • • • • • • • . • • • •  

Inte.rior • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • •  

Agriculture . . • . • . • • • • . • • . • 

Foreign aid • • • . • . • · • • • • • . • •  

Total • . . . .• • . • . • . • • • • •  

Total 
change· 

-29 

-221 

-234 

-754 

-408 

-72 

-1 ,309 

-177 

-174' 

-76 

-1,091 

-4,545 

false cuts 

Changes that do n?t 
affect.program levels 

- 0 -

-137 

-609 

-1,228 

-1,000 

-163 

-643 

-486 

-4,266 

2 

We believe that 94% of the reductions cited by the Speaker's 
memorandum came from misleading changes that do not aff�ct programs. 
These include the following: 

Changes in es.timates for mandatory programs or offsetting 
revenues. These are judgment calls; the House may or may not 
be more accurate than the Administration; in any event, i.t is 
a highly dubious practice to claim as a reduction a simple 
reestimate. In the final analysis., we will have to pay 
whatever is required. 

Reductions in amounts that will be needed later, including 
deletion of Administration-proposed full funding; failure to 
recognize !Losses already incurred; failure to recognize 
contingencies (for example, for firefighting). 

Technical changes that affect appropriation accounting but 
not programs. 

Counting as reductions deferrals for lack of authorization 
that will be included in later supplementals. (Sometimes 
these deferrals are counted; mostly they are not. In all, 
more than $20 billion has been deferred.) 



ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

Five typical examples. you .might cite are: 

1. Public works. --The House eliminated $178 million for the 
full funding of atomic energy construction and claimed 
the action as a reduction, though funds mus.t be restored 
later. The House also increased revenue estimates by 
$159 million for the sale of uranium and other materials 
which it then used in lieu of appropriations. 

2. Labor-HEW.--The House decreased by $1 billion uncontrol
lable programs in which fraud and abuse have been found. 
Almost certainly these mandatory payments will have to 
be res.tored • 

3 

3. Transportation..--The H0use eliminated $166 million for 
full funding of FAA flight service stations and Coast 
Guard bridge alterations. The reductions claimed must be 
restored. 

4. Agriculture.--Mandatory payments for the Connnodity Credit 
Corporati.on were cut $411 million. These payments, which 
cover prior losses, will have to be made later. 

5. HUD.--The House assumed, $1 billion more in loan repayments 
and the.refore cut $1 billion from ·borrowing authori.ty. 
This is doubly misleading since borrowing .authority is 
automatic. 

3. Ch·anges . that do affect program levels -- policy changes 

Total Changes that affect 
Appropriations bill 

Trea,sury . • . • • • . • • • .. • • • • • • . • • •  

Transportation • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • •  

.Public works • .• • • • • •.• • . • • • . • •. •  

Labor-HEW :· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 

Mili.tary construction • • • • • • • •  

Legislative • • •  · • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •  

HUD • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -· • 

state-Jus·tice • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

Interior • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

Agriculture • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

·Foreign. aid •.•.• • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

Total • • • • • • • • • . • • .• • • • • • • •  

change· 

-29 
-221 
-234 
- 754 
-408 

.-72 

-1,309 
-177 
-174 

-76 
-1,091 

-4,545 

program levels 

-29 
(+1,158) !1 -84 

+375 
+474 
-408 

-72 
-309 

-14 
+4'69 
+410 

-1,091 

-279 (+1,158) y 

1/ Increase in obligation ceiling in Transportation bill. 
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In total, policy changes sum to only $279 million. However, 
this is composed of $1,728 million in increases to four 
appropriations bills and $2,007 million in decreases to 
seven appropriations bills. Three-fourths of the decreases 
are in two bills, Military construction and Foreign aid. 
In other words, the small net poiicy changes obscure sub
stantial differences in priorities between the Administra:
tion and the Congress. 

The Transportation appropriations bill includes a $1.16 bil
lion increase in the obligation ceiling for highway and mass 
transit programs that does not show .up as an appropriations 
budget increase. But these limitation increases permit more 
spending from available funds for both programs. 

Increases in four 'Other bills raise the spending base for 
future years and add to our problems in the critical budget 
years of 1980 and 1981. In total, we expect these bills 
might add $1. 5 billion or more in spending each year. The 
more significant increases include: 

Public works.--Over $300 million for energy research, 
including $144 million for continuation of the Clinch 
River Reactor and $232 million for water resources 
projects. The increases are partially offset by a 2% 

general reduction of $207 million. 

Laboro..,HEW. --National Ins·titutes of Health, $306 million.; 
student assistance, $258 million; health resources, 
$123 million, mos.tly for health profession education; 
and elementary and secondary education, $103 million. 
The increases are also partially offset by an unspecified 
2% cut, totalling $413 million. 

Interior.--Forest service, $188 million; energy programs, 
$90 million; Indian affairs, $62 million; Land management, 
$55 million; and Geological survey, $52 million. 

Agriculture.--Agricultural conservation, $90 million; 
Child nutrition, $75 million; and Soil Conservation 
Service., $68 million. 

Decreases in Military construction include deletion of NATO 
projects totalling $200 million, affecting. your overall NATO 
objective;. $88 million in various Navy projects; and $32 mil
lion for the space shuttle runway at Vandenberg. 
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As of last week, the Foreign assistance bill had been reduced 
$1,09l·million including: $877 mil±ion for International 
Financial Insti.tutions, continuing the arrearages problem; 
$102 million for functional development assistance, primar:lly 
for food and nutrition programs; $69 million :for military 
assistance and $'30 million for Sahel development.· 

4. Conclusions 

The statement that Congress has cut the Administration's 
budget by $4.5 billion·is highly misleading. We do not 
believe that Chairman Mahon would argue this point. 

When these dubious numbers are pared away, important 
differences in priorities appear·in seven appropriations 
bills: Transportation, Public works, Labor-HEW, Interior, 
Agriculture, Military construction, and Foreign aid. 

The Congress will ar9ue that despite these differences, the 
true differences in totals are inconsequential. We would 
argue that the policy changes the House has made create 
important problems for future budgets, and involve signifi
cant alterations in the priorities you expressed in the 
1979 budget. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

.June 27, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT 

FRANK MOOR��·�� 
BILL CABLE /}if/ 
MciNTYRE APPROPRIATIONS MEMO 

While Jim's memo accurately reviews the budget figures, I 
strongly feel that it overstates in an inflammatory way 
the real differences between the Congress and our budget 
request. The Congressional staff and OMB staff agree 
that the real difference is approximately $200 - $300 million. 
The balance is in institutional differences in treating 
estimates. 

What the analysis shows is that at this stage with just 
House action, there are 4 or 5 bills where the House has 
changed your FY 1979 budget priorities. Some of these will 
be worked out by the time the bills reach your desk -

others probably won't -- but in future discussions with 
the Speaker it would be helpful to foc�s more on the real 
policy differences rather than arguing over total numbers. 
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June 26, 1978 

.Malone• 

It was good to meet you when I \'TaS in 
Texas! I know your family and friends 
are very proud of you, and I am tool 

Scooter Malone 
Post Office Box 
Crowley, Texas 

1 :. • • • :. _ .. , 
� .. . 

()- :·:: ··· . .  : .· 

'· .. � 

Sincerely, . 

296. 
76036 

' . 
,"; .. · · · ·· 

f_ :___------,---,--------7_&_�/_6_�_2· _) 7_ 
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I want·to;.thank.you ·for the Willie 
Nelson neckpiece and pin.· I am proud 
to have you and Willie

\
as friends! 

. · NUsoA1 

.•:_ .. 

' Jl' ' 
Sincerely 1 

· 

·, . i � !· 

,. *· 

- .- . . , 

Mrs. Connie Nel� 
Post Office)\�ox 27417 
Denver 1 Colorado.: .... ,.· .80227 
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NEwsto�FER�N�E OPENING STATEMENT 
ON TAx PoLICY 

MoNDAY., JuNE 26., 1978., 4:00 P,M,, 
yR.oP6sEI> TO 

AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS YEAR., ·I �ACONGRESS T-0Alnr.10tt¥1PT�"-'I�A� 

1 

- TA� . 
• SAl S lHAI WOUlD MEAN SUBSTANTIAL"RELIEF FOR AL.;MOST EVERY TAXPAYER 

IN AMERICA. 
r A-LSo Ask:€j) Fo� 

THOSE PROPQgALS ',18�LD AL88 111\VE MADE SOME IMPORTANT AND 
·<!o,.\1\ PLI cATEt.:V 

LO�RDUE REFORMS IN OUR UNFAIR ANDACHAOTit TAX L�. 

(--OVER--)(LAST WEEK IT BECAME CLEAR,,,,,) 
- '' 

--
--------�--·-,.•.<-.,.,,..::. ·,_:_�.;,., ·�·�.;�''•.-•••••+',.M"''"'��·•�'>,;''f' L 

. , _, ,,.,;J..·-.. ·•·· . 

2 

LAST WEEK IT BECAME CLEAR THAT THE CONGRESS IS SERIOUSLY CONSIDERING - ' '  

A TAX BILL THAT CONTAINS NO MAJOR REFORMS AT ALL. 

THAT's· BAD ENOUGH. 
-·-

BUf THIS NEW CONGRESSIONAL PROPOSAL IS EVEN WORSE. 
5otV1·� 

IT ACTUALLY ATTEMPTS TO TAKE A STEP BACKWARD THROUGH � VERS�N OF 

THE SO-CALLED STEIGER CAPITAL GAINS PROPOSAt.. Atv1£NJ) MtNT. 

(--NEW PAGE--) <THE STEIGER PROPOSAL I I I I I ) -

... 



'jJ�oPOS/Jr� 
l c:.; A7tuf; .. zJrif4 67 / 

f.IIF sfdGER"i'RDPfi WOULD � MORE THAN $2 BILLION TO THE 

3 

FEDERAL DEFICIT. 

EIGHTY PERCENT OF ITS TAX BENEFITS WOULD GO TO THE QNE-H�LF 

OF ONE PERCENT -GF TAXPAYERS WHO MAKE OVER $100� 000 A YEAR. 

THREE THOUSANB MILLIONAIRES WOULD GET TAX REDUCTIO.NS AVERAGING 

$214�000 APIECE. 
-----= 

(--OVER--)(JHE OTHER 99-1/2 PERCENT OF • •  II . ) -

4 

THE OTHER 99-1/2 PERCENT OF OUR TAXPAYERS HOULD NOT DO QUITE 

SO WELL. 

---. - --· 

FAMl'-'J WHKH 
FOR INSTANCE� A MIDDLE-INCOME @fRSON� MAKES BET\�EEN $20�-DOO 

AND $30� 000 A YEAR WOULD GET AN AVERAGE TAX CUT OF ONE DOLLAR. 

AND THE WORKING MAN OR WOMAN WHO r1AKES $20; oon O.R LESS HOULD 

GET NO MORE THAN 25 CENTS I --

(--NEW PAGE--)(lHE AMERICAN PEOPLE WANT SOME • • •  ) ._ 

. . :· ' . . . · ·· .  



,, .... ............... 5 
: ferPtiiiDiilcla'-palll ' H64VV 

· THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WANT SOME RELIEF FROM THE CRUSHU«J BURDEN 

OF TAXATION. 
;..A ..,.. 1,.\J i ._ '-

tJ.$1 ('11_,._ ,vo (1. ,J;-

BUTA THEY W"ILL NOT "TOLERATE A PLAN THAT PROVIDES HUGE TAX - -

WINDFALLS FOR MILLIONAIRES AND TWO-BITS FOR THE AV6RAGE AMERICAN. 

THAT UNDERESTIMATES THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE A·MERICAN .PEOPLE. 

(--ovER--) (As A NATIoN, WE NEED ro • . ••• ) 
- . 

6 

� A NATION,. 1.�E: NflED TQ ENCOYRAtiE CAPITAL FOR�1ATIQN SO AS T(}-. 

C-REATE dOES AND MODERNIZE OliR INDUSTRIAL P� 
-

-:M" MY PROPOSALS TO REDUCE THE TAXES PAID BY LARGE AND SMALL -- - -
Ai/JJ :JCIS 

BUSINESSES SO THAT THEY CAN INVEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT"IS A MUCH MORE FAtR 
-

$ EFFECTIVE APPROACH THAN PROVIDING HUGE TAX GIVEAWAYS TO MI LLIONAlRES , 

IN TH:E HOPE THAT THEY .�H611T POSSlBL'r-BEClDE TO f.NVEST SOME OF TIIEIR> 
-

fAX WINDFALL. 
-

(�-NEW PAGE--)(NOT ONLY BUSINESSES BUT ALSO . •  , , ) -

·:�- _·. r,.�·; 
:'·.·�{': 

l �� \�; ' 
. � ·. 

•.· 

,:j!'l 
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A REAL TAX CUT THIS YEAR. 
-

AND OUR TAX CODE BADLY NEEDS TO BE MADE SIMPLER., FAIRER., AND 

MORE EFFECTIVE. 

(--OVER--)(1 AM WORKING HARD FOR • • • •  , ) 
-

- ··· 

·-------�-··-·-.·-·�·--........... _..., =tr""' "'•ttm . •• .... ..... ,.._........__ .. -�_ •. ,_ ... . ; .... . - .. � ···:····;.·.·�······t·•.:".'''"' ····-· - .. ······ · ··-·· --
·� ............. . 

8 

I AM WORKING HARD FOR TAX REDUCT I ON AND TAX REFORM.
· 

BUT ONLY CONGRESS CAN PASS LAWS. 
---

'I-f I� UP TO CO.NGRE33 TO ACT RESPONSIBLY ON THE T.�X PACKAGE 
-

I-HAVE swgMITTEir. 

I AM STILL CONFIDENT THAT., IN RESPONSE TO THE OBVIOUS DESIRES 

OF THE AMERICAN P_§QfLL CONGRESS WILL DO: JIISI IHAL A-cT R£sPOJJf,8t...� 
. - -

. (!) � n+t TA- )( PA- C./C A-b,E T J-h4.-tJ E S. (...(. tB"" I 1\.:2 j). 
' 

# # # 

/#€ �toc#J /EG)/LE ey/l�L.T I ��f�e 

/l/tJ LEsf. 



RICK 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

PHIL HAS SEEN . 

. 
NELL 
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0.:: �'1e (United States & Canada) 
Sl'ATE 

. .  

Ccnvenf.ion en Great la.tces Fi sheries bet�-reen -the· U.S. & Car.ada signed at 
�-Te.shi.:ngton, 9/10/Sh, and P.L. 557, 84th "Congress, 2.j Session - 6/!!./56 • 

. d�en:i'":l.ent of t.�e above-named Contrention (Executive T, 89-2), ratified by t.'le 
3Q"!ate J/l/67, by t.�e President 5/l/67 and procla±ned by the President 7/19/67 
(The amendment increased the 'Cc;·w�ssioners .front 3 to h) SEE: };erE below _ 

Appointed qy the President. 

FCiJa Ccm."lli.ssioners of whom one shall be an official o.f the u. s. Government; 
_?--;d two shall be persons residing in Great Lakes 8"-...a.tes dul7 quaJ.i.fied by 
reasono.f knowledge of the .fisherie-s of the Great Lakes, or �em one shall 
be an o.f.fi.ciaJ. of a Great La..l(e_s State a..'ld bot.� shall :r.ot be resi.dents of' the 
sa'":le State. 
1;c'I'E: Dean Rus..1<s ltr to the President of 9/14/66 states that t.1re- addition of 

the 4th Ccnunissioner ldll p�..it the appointment of a Ccrnmissioner :fro:n · 
_the eastern Great Lake·s area (Erie & Ontario). The t-..ro current public 
members are representati·;e _of the �·Testern area (Superior, Mic.l-tigan &HuroJ 

Selected anr.ual.ly by the me.'!loers. The Chair.:lan s.�all be selected .frc.'il onE 
Section ar.d the Vice Chai:rma..."'l frC!ii the other Section. 

Pleasure 6£ t.'le President. 

l':o ccr.1pen sation for t.�eir services as such CoiJ!r.lis.sicners. 

t;1 ad:,....;m· .s .... er a nrcooram for contrcl of sea 1&-npreys in the Great . o ........ .u - "' ... • s... .... n, . . 
llareat. Lakes state" means any of t�e !.CllO'.nng �..,es :

1_.7-;:.uno�s� 
\�-- , .;gan -wr.; ,.,,.,esota Ne'..r York, Ohio, PennS"Jlvam.a cr ,J:L.;:)conSJ.nJ 

d:Lcn.... · ·, 1 .u.. .. .... ' 

Lakes. 
Indiana., 

. -
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 27, 1978 

• 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

JERRY RAFSHOON� FROM: 

SUBJECT: INTERVIEW WITH BOB AJEMIAN, TIME BUREAU CHIEF 
JUNE 27, 1978, 2:0•0 p.m., THE OVAL OFFICE 

This interview is in anticipation of a TIME cover on inflation 
(next week, unless Bakke case interfe.res). TIME people have 

already been briefed on the budget and your actions by Mcintyre, 
Cutter and Momre and on inflation by Strauss and Bosworth. 

Ajemian's interview is twofold: 

1) Get your tough, realistic, hardnosed assessment 
of your "hold the line"· philosophy. He needs to be 
impressed by your resolve here. 

2) After establishing this (in his first meeting with 
you as bureau chie.f) he wants to g.e.t a feeling of 
you and where your mind is at: 

· 

Are you discouraged by you:r low standing in the polls? 

Do you think you can turn it around? 

Why, after a period of accommodation, are you confront
ing Congress? He knows from O'Neill that you were very 
tough at your leadership breakfast a few weeks ago. 
Are you still of that mind'? I assured him you were. 
O'Neill told him he didn't think you were going to veto 
anything. 

He wants a feeling of your own serenity and philosophy 
of the job and how you view the forces tha.t swirl about 
you. 

. ... 



This shouldn't be the standard Q & A on issues such as SALT, 
energy, etc., but a free form "g.i ve-and.:..take" which will enable 
him to get a sense of you and will enable you to be more 
thematic. 

TIME plans to pay this up big. I wish w.e had more time, but I 
believe if you relax with Bqb, it will pay off. He is a great 
admi rer of Kirbo and his style. 
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Bob Lipshutz 
Stu Eizenstat 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 27, 1978 

The attached was returned in the President's 
outbox today and is forwarded to you for 
your information. The signed original 
has been forvJarded to the Attorney 
General. 

Rick Hutcheson 

BAKI\E DECISION. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

�ASH I NGTON 

June 27, · 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

SUBJECT: Bak ke Decision 

In view of the importance of the Bakke decision, 
I would like to be sure that our response is 
carefully coordinated. I would prefer that we 
not make any public statements \vhich go beyond 
the position already articulated in our b rief or 
direct any specific agency actions until you and 
I have had a chance to carefully review and discuss 
the implications of the Court's decision. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 26, 1978 

-----

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT ��-� 
BOB LIPSHUTZ "R t'� 
BAKKE Decision 

A Supreme Court decision on Bakke is imminent. It will be 
o.f maj or importance not only substantively, but politically. 
Emotions will run high, regardless o£ the position adopted, 
and there will be great pressure for the Administration to 
comment publically. 

We therefore suggest that you send the attached memo to the 
Attorney General and that we limit our reaction to a simple 
reaffirmation of the position enunciated in the Jus-tice 
Department brief until we have had the opportunity to 
care-fully analyze the opinion. 

·: ... ·: 
• . · 

·.::,. 
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THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOM:IC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

EYES ONLY 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM.: Charlie Schultze 

June 26, 1978 

e"s 

SUBJECT: May Trade Deficit 

Tomorrow at 9:30 a.m .• the Department O·f Commerce will 
release the May estimates of merchandise exports and imports. 

The ne�s is relatively good. �he trade deficit fell 
from $2.86 billion in April (and $2.79 billion in March) to 
$2.24 billion in May. 

Exports, rose by $100 mi.llion, after a good performance 
in April. 

Imports fell by $500 million; although oil imports 
rose, many other cate_gories of imports declined; deliveries 
of imported steel, which had bulged earlier as a result 
of purchases made to beat the trigger-price mechanism, 
fell by $300 million. 

We are not out of the woods. This is only one month. 
But it does help. 

' .  :; 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WAS H I N G'T 0 N 

MEETING WITH CONGRESSMEN ON TURKEY/GREECE 

I. PURPOSE 

• 

Tuesday, June. 27 

9:15 a.m. (about 15 minutes) 
State Dining Room 

From: Frank Moore���� 

To explain to the Cong.ressmen your own deep commitment 
to lifting the Turkish embargo. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS & PRESS PLAN 

A. Background: This is the second of the two meetings 
WJ.th uncommitted Congressmen. (Congressmen Duncan 
of Oregon and Treen of Louisiana who are favorable 
will be in attendance also.) 

This group is composed of approximately 24 Democrats 
and 13 Republicans undecided or leaning both pro 
and con. Some have had some foreign policy 
background, but others have little experience in 
foreign policy and know very little about your 
Eastern Mediterranean proposals. 

When you enter, the group will have been briefed 
for 40 minutes by Secretary Brown, Warren Christopher, 
and General Allen. 

B. Participants: 

Rep Tom Bevill (D-Alabama) 
Rep David Bonior (D-Michigan) 
Rep William Brown (R-Michigan) 
Rep Bob Carr (D-Michigan) 
Rep William Clay (D-Missouri) 
Rep Silvio.Conte (R-Mass.) 
Rep Butler Derrick (D-S.C.) 
Rep Christopher Dodd (D�Connecticut) 
Rep Robert Duncan (D-Oregon) 
Rep Frank Evans (D-Colorado) 
Rep Thomas Evans (R-Delaware) 
Rep Don Fuqua (D�Florida) 
Rep Robert Gammage (D-Texas) 
Rep Benjamin Gilman (R-N.Y.) 
Rep Bo Ginn (D-Georgia) 



Rep ·Charles Gras;sley. (R-l!owa) 
Rep Lamar Gudger (D_;N.'C.} 
Rep Tennyson Guyer (R-dhio) 
Rep ·Herb Harris �D-Virgin:ia). 
Rep.·Will.l!.arn. Harsha (R-Ohio) 
Rep James Howard (D�N .J.) · 
Rep Thomas Huckaby ·(D-Lou.sian•a) 
Rep Abe Kaz•en (D-Texas). · 

Rep Mike McCo·rrnack. ·(D-Washington) 
Rep Gary. �yers ·( R-p·a. ) 
Rep Mary Rose> Oaka:t {D-Ohio) 
Rep Leon Panetta (D-Cal.) 
Rep Cla''l:lde Pepper {n-Flliorida) 
Rep Nic.k Rahal! {D-W.Virginia.) 
Rep Matthew Ril!aldo { R-N: •. J.) 
Rep Ro.bert Roe {D-N.J.) 
Rep Paul Rogers (D-Floriida) 
Rep Louis StO:kes {D-Ohio) 
Rep· nav�d T.reen { R-Loui.s.iana) 
Rep PaulL Trible ( R-Virg.inia} 
Rep Williarn.Whitehurst (R-Virginia). 
Rep ... John Yo.ung ( D-Texas) . . 

Inv.±ted but not yet res;ponded :. 

Rep Norman D i Amours { D-N. H • ) 
Rep Mickey Edwards (R-Oklahoma) 
Rep D.avid .Emery (R,...Maine) 

· Rep George Hansen { R-Idaho) 
Rep Manuel ·Luja·n ('R-N .·Mexico) · 

Rep James bberstar .(D-Minn) · 
Rep ·I)anforth Quayle {R-Indiana) 
Rep Bob Stump (D-Arizona) 
Rep Wesley Watkins {D-dk�ahoma) . 

Secretary Brown� .Deputy Sec:r,:etary_Chr:istopher; 
General Allen availc;tble to answer questic:m:s · 

State: Nel.son_Ledsky 

DoD: · Jack Stempler 

WH/NSC S.taff: Anne Wexler, Bob Beckel; Jim:Free, 
Bill. Cable·, ··Madeleine· Alb�ight . 
Paul Henze 

c. Press Plan: White House photographer 
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III. TALKING POIN.TS 

.l .. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

'5. 

6. 

The Eastern Med:i.terranean. ±.r.litiative is the most 
immediate and urgent. ·foreign policy· prio:rity on 

the current leg,islative ag.enda .. 

The proposals are designed to break the.impasse which 
is• (a) frustrating progre·ss on the ·Cyprus problem; .. 

(b) str:ain':i!'ng relations with two valued' allies I Greece 
and Turkey, and (c)· contributing to the ·serious .de
teri6:ration of u . B . arid NATO security i:r;rte�ests in 

. the Eastern· M�diterranean·. 
· 

I.t is my conviction that the embargp ;is·flo· longer 
u�eful and mus·t be lifted. .. . . 

Prime Minister Ecevi t, while in Moscow ;J.ast·· week.,. " 
demonstrated once again that he is not g,oing t'o �take. 
any sharp departures from his present ·policies.' 
His talks with the Soviets inc·luded no' new .arrange
ments not.in accord with princfuples already being 
:followed by other NATO members. 

We shall continue to meet with Cong.ressmen and 
Senators ·to· ex.plain our pregram • 

. We have bee'n explaining our program to the public. 
I pointed out the impoprtance of the is.sue at a 
press conference recently. I also. me,t wi:th leaders 
of the Greek-American·community and members of the 
Gre�k-:American press to·explain the :rreasons for my 
policy. :I do not think that I persuaded them; I 
did not expect to. I did listen to their concerns, 
and I believ.e they appreciated that. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 27, 1978 

Tim Kraft 

cc: 

The attached was returned in 

the President's outbox: It is 

forwarded to you for appropriate 
han<fi.ing • 

Rick Hutcheson 

Hamilton Jordan 
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FOR STAFFING 
FOR INFORMATION 
FROM PRESIDENT'S OUTBOX 
LOG IN7TO PRESIDENT TODAY 
IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND 
NO DEADLINE 
LAST DAY FOR ACTION -

ADMIN CONFID 
CONFIDENTIAL 
SECRET 
EYES ONLY 

,VICE PRESIDENT 
EIZENSTAT 

� JORDAN 
[7 KRAFT 

ARAGON 
·BOURNE 

LIPSHUTZ BUTLER 
MOORE H. CARTER 
POWELL CLOUGH 
WATSON 
WEXLER 
BRZEZINSKI 
MCINTYRE 
SCHULTZE 

COSTANZA 
CRUIKSHANK 
FALLOWS 
FIRST LADY 
GAMMILL 
HARDEN 
HUTCHESON 

ADAMS JAGODA 
ANDRUS :LINDER 
BELL 'MITCHELL 
BERGLAND MOE 
BLUMENTHAL PETERSON 
BROWN PETTIGREW 
CALIFANO PRESS 
HARRIS .RAFSHOON 
KREPS SCHNEIDERS 
MARSHALL VOORDE 
SCHLESINGER WARREN 
STRAUSS WT�li' 

VANCE 

- - ---

--
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TH ::5H��:G:��SE � � 
June 23, 1978 � 1 / � �--

'fi�t �Jt.· � 
.MFMJRANDUM FOR THE PRESIDEN'J' :fo:J'-1 ��-�� { (_1�"" 

p,wf;'-.1.. J p��� M) FRCM: TIM KRAFT 

SUGGESTED TELEPHONE CALIS � �� ft" :J:C 
. - .....: �� 

Peter Flaherty - 412/261...;1010 J. '/� <�';«. ; L.:�.;; -rr _/ 
A� sY'-1 ?�k &Y�r .rn' � � �17'ft.tt.� 

Forner Mayor of Pittsburg, forner Deputy U.S. Attorney General, N;�d'U:/,/ � _ 

current Denocratic candidate for Governor of Pennsylvania. 
Pepublican candidate is Richard L. 'lho:rnb1:lrgh of Pittsburg, 
fo:rner u.s. Assistant Attorney C?eneral. 

'Ihe Honorable Leo r.t::carthy- 415/564-7862 (h)· 9 � ��cf �;,_ ��� � 
415/557-2662 (o) � 13 � PC/'<�'-- ;r- �  

t?�W� ,C fo>rn/ �/ A'� ���c<� 
Speaker of the Assembly of the State of cal!fornia, �upportive to 
the Administration, absorbed with Proposition 13, helpful in the 
campaign and has recently been in the hospital. 

�de Esposito, Party Chainnan of BrOoklyn - 212/349-3500 (law office) () _tJJII 212/875-5870 (party office) � f 
It is difficult to determine mat real strength a New York boss has 1,._ 1 anynore; but if there is any left, �ade control!s the largest percentagep-- � " 
of it. The knc:Mledge of a Presidential call to r-Eade Esposito will 

· 

travel fast and
. 

will be interpreted as a sign of our grCMing political j -� � 
sensitivity. He should be asked for assessnent of the present si tua- ujr· L 
tion in New York politics and then the conversation should close with ", IJ, r' II 
an appeal for building a strong State and National Party. Tell him IY pi r 
that � are going to

. 
be a;>unting. on him fo� his

. 
continued support and if.� " 

that Tllll Kraft's off1ce will be in touch W1 th him. 
� ./P'f 

l-. �4' � � J�- � /�/ 
q,,/� 

. 
d7 � �- C�r� 

.--#- :;£$� u/f? � � � �eo 
.?t'o 7Y /. ---� � � A://� 

7PUI� �/- A///7 .);/ ,.� "' 

I�· ----
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Frank Moore 

. �· 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 27, 1978 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox: It is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
hand� in g. 

Rick Hutcheson 
cc: The.Vice President 

Stu Eizenstat 
Hamilton Jordan 
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I FOR STAFFING 
FOR INFORMATION 

v FROM PRESIDENT'S OUTBOX 
LOG IN7TO PRESIDENT TODAY 
IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND 
NO DEADLINE 
LAST DAY FOR ACTION -

A DMIN CONFID 
CONFIDENTIAL 

.SECRET 
EYES ONLY 

VICE PRESI DENT 
EIZENSTAT 
JORDAN -- ---

ARAGON 
KRAFT --

BOURNE 
LIPSHUTZ BUTLER 
MOORE H. CARTER 
POWELL CLOUGH 
WATSON COSTANZA 
WEXLER 
BRZEZINSKI 
MCINTYRE 
SC HULTZE 

CRUIKSHANK 
FALLOWS 
FIRST LADY 
GAMMILL 
.HAR DEN 
HUTCHESON 

ADAMS JAGO DA 
ANDRUS LINDER 
BELL MITCHELL 
BERGLAN D MOE 
BLUMENTHAL PETERSON 
BROWN PETTIGREW 
CALIFANO PRESS 
HARRIS RAFSHOON 
KREPS SCHNEIDERS 
MARSHALL VOORDE 
SCHLE&INGER WARREN 
STRAUSS WT��<' 

VANCE 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 27, 1.978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: FRANK MOO.tRE..;;?;'f./l� 
DAN TATE Jfr_ . 
BOB THOMSON� 

The Senate today approved an amendment to the Treasury 
appropriations bill restricting the use of funds for 
administering an oil import fee program. The vote was 
49 to 39. All of our solid supporters in the Northeast 
voted against us on this issue. White House Congressional 
Liaison, Secretary Schlesinger, Enetgy Congressional 
Liaison and Treasury Congressional Liaison worked against 
the amendment to no avail. It was a very discouraging 
vote. 
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THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECON,OMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

June 27, 1-978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

From: 

Subject: 

(:l-'J 
Charlie Schultze · 

Conversation with Count Lambsdorff 
on the Bonn Sununit 

On •Monday, June 26., I met with C'ount Lambsdorf'f, the, 
German economics minister� Much of our discussion focused 
on H'le Summit. 

He indicated that t'he_Germans clearly see our energy action 
as a quid-pro-quo for their taking stimulative action. He said 
the German negotiating position will not be set until after the 
EC Summit in Bremen on July 7. 

In a brief private conversation -- with no advisers 
present -- he forecast that Schmid·t would agree to a stimulative 
budgetary action of about DM 10 to 12 billion (DM 12 billion 
would be, 1 percent -of GNP). Such a stimulative action could 
raise German growth by perhaps 1-1/2 percent within a y�ar 
after initiation. Stimulus of a significantly smaller amount 
would not really make much contribution to the world ''s economic 
situation, and would not be considered a forthcoming move by 
other Summit participants. 

Lambsdorff indicated that U.S. energy action along the 
lines we hav:e been proposing was necessary to get German 
action on growth.. He was clearly apprehensive over our 
ability to deliver on any commitment. In this connection, 
he questioned me· closely on the ability of Congress to 
override a Pres:idential decision to impose fees or quotas. 

cc: Ambas•sador Henry owen 

'· 

.. ;:;:�j ... .. . �. 
'YV' 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 27, 1978 

Hamilton Jordan 
Tim Kraft 
Jim Gammill Peter Bourne 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox: It is 

forwarded to you for appropriate 
handl:ing. 

Rick Hutcheson 

RE: HUNGER COMMISSION 

. . 
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5 A SUPER-FARMER ATTACKS GLOBAL POVERTY 

dangled from overhead conveyer 
belts, glided swiftly from killing 
rooms•to scalding vats to plucking 
machines. On through files of hu
man dressers and cutters they went, 
and finally into packages ready for 
freezing. 

·-, "They're coming .off the line at 
the rate of 150 birds a minute," 
Brooks said proudly. "That means 
140,000 a two-shift day. We use ev
erything but the cackle. The feathers 
we grind up to make feather meal 
that goes back into our chicken feed. 
The viscera we process.to make dog, 
cat and mink feed." 

The Boaz plant spouts out an an
nual $1,876,ooo in salaries to its 6oo
odd employes, has brought lively 
business year-round to the mer
chants of Marshall County. 

Look and Find. Atlanta bank 
vice president William A. Sutton de
clares that "Nobody has done more 
to raise the sights, ambitions and 
prosperity of Southern farm people 
than D.W. and his CPA." Ole D.W., 
however, never rests on his laurels. 
He keeps on looking for-and find
ing-other ways to hike farm in
comes, cut food costs. At a new · 

model cattle feed lot at Valdosta, 
Ga., Brooks and his researchers are 
trying to lower the price of steak by 
ma,king steers grow faster on less but 
better food. In only two years of ex
perimenting, they are already mak
ing progress: they now get a pound 
of beef for 6Yz pounds of cattle_ feed 
-a 12-percent improvement over 
the average feed-conversion ratio. 

For floundering peanut farmers 

who joined CPA, Brooks and com
pany worked another kind of mir
acle. At the co-op's Graceville, Fla., 

. peanut research center, scientists 
learned to lick "goober" problems 
one at a time; Among their innova
tions: new varieties of chemically 
treated seeds which defy six kinds of 
growth-stunting fungi. Now CPA 
is the nation's largest peanut proces
sor, and has played a signal role in 
increasing U.S. peanut yield from 
969 pounds an acre in 1957 to 1827 
pounds an acre in 1967. This break
through is the more significant be
cause much of the soil and climate in 
underfed Asia and Africa are ideal 
for growing high-protein peanuts. 

Brooks is also trying to promote 
fish-farming. "Nearly every farm 
in the South," he points out, "has 
a pond. What we want to do is 
turn these ponds into fish ponds. 
Through the use of more high
powered pond fertilizers and fish 
foods, fish crops can be harvested by 
the ton every few months. Then, 
while hiking their own incomes sub
stantially, part-time 'fish farmers' 
may provide another major protein 
source to help feed the world." 

"You Can Do It." These days, Ole 
D.W.'s most urgent business is his 
effort to help famine-threatened na
tions learn to feed themselves before 
it's too late. "Starvation anywhere 
is everyone

'
s greatest enemy," says 

Brooks. "It's a threat to peace. If a 
country gets hungry enough, it will 
fight its neighbor for food." Accord
ingly, every year, CPA plays host to 
more than rooo visitors from less-

A SUPER-FARMER ATTACKS GLOBAL POVERTY 6 

developed nations, some of them 
communist. No secrets are withheld. 
Everyone is not only allowed to 
study CPA's model farming ma
chinery and methods, but urged to 
imitate them-and prosper. "You 
can do it, of course," Brooks assures 
the visitors. "How do I know? Be
cause once our farmers were nearly 
as bad off as yours are, and look at 
us now!" 

Ole D.W. has definite ideas on 
how to cure the poverty that dogs 
struggling nations, and he voices 
them loud and clear: 

"Let's try to break the paralyzing 
grip that big government is getting 

on agriculture in too many countries 
today. Farmers ,can al.ways run their 
own business better than soniebody 
far off in the capital can.". 

He objects to federal tampering 
with all-out production. "How can 
we talk about producing 'too much 
food,' " he asks, "when two thirds 
of the world's population is under
nourished, when we know that if we 
and every other country don't learn 
to produce an almost impossible 
amount of additional food, we'll 
soon have the durndest famines his
tory has ever seen? The problem of 
the century is to grow enough food, 
and to get it spread around!" 

REPRINTED FROM THE JANUARY 1968 ISSUE.OF THE READER'S DIGEST 
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Georgia's D. W. Brooks shows 
�- the. poor and hungry of the 

world how private enterprise 
can help them to help them
selves 

Condensed from 
THE ATLANTA JoURNAL AND 

CoNsTITUTION MAGAZINE 

ALLEN RANKIN 

A Super
Farmer 
Attacks 

Global 
Poverty 

H
. E rs A gangling, six-foot, 66-

year-old farmer who scram-
. bles as hard as a professional 

quarterback in a worldwide eco
nomic scrimmage which, for him, 
goes on r8 hours a day. One of pov
erty's most formidable foes, he is not 
a swivel-chair "anti-poverty expert" 
who gets his pay from Washington, 
but a man who pays his own way in 
life, and helps millions of others to 
pay theirs, whether he is tearing 
down the back roads of his native 
Georgia or urgently jetting around 
Asia or Africa. 

When Atlanta's David William 
"Ole D.W." Brooks speaks up on 
how to beat hunger and deprivation, 
ministers of agriculture the world 
over llsten with respect. So do U.S; 
Presidents: he has been a valued ad
viser to the last four Chief Execu
tives. For Brooks has built a handful 
of destitute Georgia farmers into the 
South's biggest cooperative, a flour
ishing empire that has liberated hun
dreds of communities, from North 
Carolina to Arizona, from their 
King Cotton, one-crop economy. 
Misleadingly called Cotton Produc
ers Association, this diversified agri
business has 7000 employes to serve 
its rso,ooo members, last year grossed 
$245 million for them. 

CPA owns and operates more 
than 6o major installatlons-proc
essing plants, warehouses, research 
laboratories, stores-and its new 
headquarters is one of the most 
beautiful buildings in Atlanta. It 
runs both the biggest fertilizer op-
THE ATLANTA JOURNAL AND CONSTITUTION MAGAZINE 

(DECEMBER 10, '67i, @ 1967 BY ATLANTA NEWSP;.PERS, 

INC., 10 FORSYTH ST., ATLANTA, GA. 30303 
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eration and the biggest mutual-in
surance company in Georgia. Its 
remarkable sales force (led in times 
of crisis by D.W. himself, rushing 
unannounced into the offices of po
tential buyers anywhere) may hawk 
roo tons of frozen Alabama drum
sticks to Japan or, ducking behind 
the Iron Curtain, market 4oo,ooo 
bushels o£ Southern corn in Poland. 
Operations have become so efficient 
that, despite rising tariffs in some of 
the 30 countries with which D.W. 
now does business, CPA can still 
sell these nations chicken and other 
products more cheaply than can 
local producers. 

Do.Teaching. It's all a far cry 
from 1925, when farmer's son Brooks 
was a young agronomy instructor at 
�he University of Georgia. At that 
time, the average Southern farmer 
was poorer than most slum-dwellers 
of today. On washed-out, eroded 
land, with sorry sr.ed 3nd fertilizer 
and worse marketing facilities, most 
cotton farmers cleared just enough 
from each harvest to guarantee a 
more dismal failure the next season. 
"All you're producing is poverty!" 
teacher Brooks chided his students 
and their fathers. "And that's all 
you'll deserve until you get smarter. 
The only way you can get a higher 
standard of living," he hammered 
home, his blue eyes earnest, his 
twangy voice beseeching, "is to earn 
it for yourself, by increasing your 
own individual productivity." 

Then the Depression hit, plung
ing the state's per-capita farm in
come to only $72 a year, the price 

of· cotton to a nickel a pound. In 
the critical winter of 1933, some of 
Brooks' farmer friends pleaded with 
him, "Why don't you quit telling us 
what we ought to do, and come help 
us do it?" 

"They're right," Brooks said to 
his wife, Ruth. "It's too late for talk
teaching. Do-teaching will be faster." 

Turning down both the Univer
sity of Georgia's offer of an associate · 
professorship and a chance to go into 
an assuredly profitable business for 
himself, he joined five hard-up
against-it farmers to form CPA. The 
little group, who had scratched up 
$2roo to start the partnership, told 
Brooks they'd pay him $sooo a year 
to manage it. "No, you won't," D.W. 
corrected them. "If you start paying 
me that kind of money, we'll be sure 
to go broke. I'll start at $2400." 

Somewhat bug-eyed, the fledgling 
co-op's members heard Brooks pro
ceed to outline wildly ambitious 
plans. "Small farmers like us have 
got to pool our resources, buy our 
own supplies, operate our own mar
ket outlets," he declared. To mem
bers who couldn't afford good shoes, 
such grandiose notions seemed im
possible, even crazy. Yet, somehow, 
Brooks talked a soft-hearted Atlanta 
banker into lending the group $3500 
to buy a fire-damaged cotton ware
house. He hired four cotton graders, 
and put out the word that local 
farmers would no longer be at the 
mercy of arbitrary buyers, that from 
CPA they would receive premium 
prices for quality cotton. 

Incomes began to rise. Even so, 
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many of the growing co-op's mem
bers soon wished they'd never heard 
of their hard-driving manager. He 
insisted that they borrow all they 
could, even if it meant real sacrifice, 
to invest in the superior seeds, feeds 

· and fertilizers that CPA began to 
develop and promote. 

When some of the co-op's direc
-tors rebelled at this "extravagance," 
Brooks _quietly told them, "You hired 
me as your doctor. Either take my 
medicine or stay sick. I told you 
these prescriptions would work; l 

didn't say they'd be easy to take." 
Complaints subsided when once

dusty fields turned lush green, when 
cotton yields sprang up dramatically 
from half a bale to three bales an 
acre in some areas. Farmers who had 
been raising "just enough corn for 
the mule" learned to produce ten 
times that much, and had "corn 
money" left over for their families. 

"Everything but the Cackle." 
Chicken was the most spectacular 
star of Ole D.W.'s program. By the 
mid-194o's, government controls on 
cotton had left many farmers with 
such small acreage allotments that 
they could no longer eke out sub
sistence from cotton alone. The 
scientific raising of broilers, Brooks 
decided, would offer an ideal means 
of supplementing their income. Hir
ing some of the best poultry experts 
and researchers in the country, he 
eventually set up completely inte
grated assembly lines for handling 
broilers from egg to market stage. 

Today CPA runs one of the largest 
poultry combines in the world. It 

works this way: CPA breeder-flock 
owners deliver eggs to the co-op's 
eight hatcheries; the hatcheries sup
ply CPA broiler-growers with day
old chicks; the growers furnish 
market-weight chickens, many 
thousands at a time, to the co-op's ·-· 

four vast poultry-processing plants 
in Alabama, Florida, Georgia and 
North Carolina. Last year, these 
plants processed more than roo mil
lion broilers. 

Keeping 
'
his poultrymen out of 

government-control programs has 
taken no little doing. Two winters 
ago, during a period of overproduc
tion, the price that many farmers re
ceived for broilers plummeted to an 
alarmingly low ten cents. a pound. 
As in some earlier crises, federal 
agents asked temptingly, "How can 
we help you? What kind of subsi
dies or price supports would you 
like?" 

"No kind!" thundered Brooks. 
"Federal 'help' programs have the 
tendency to move in and take over 
-and we've had far too much of 
that already. Just lay off the poultry 
industry, and we'll make our own 
adjustments." S1,1re enough, today 
the poultryman can make a profit at 
14 Or 15 cents a pound live-weight;-·· 
arid the housewife' ·gets plumper; 
tastier, dressed meat for 29 to 39 
cents a pound-as against 59 cents a 
pound 15 years ago. 

Near the little town of Boaz, Ala., 
once an especially depressed area, 
Brooks gave me a glimpse of one of 
the co-op's model processing plants. 
Lines of chickens several blocks long 
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9okJ RmiiiOJte. 244 Perimeter Center Parkway, N.E./P.O. Box 221 o Atlar:�ta, Ga. 3030�fj;:
Phone (404) 393-515 

D.W. Brooks-Chairmar:� of the Board Emeritus ff / � / ed"'' ./ 

Personal· 

Mr. Frank Moore 
Assistant to the Presid·ent 

for Congressional Liaison 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 

Dear Frank: 

June 5, 1978 

I am enclosing a let·ter which I would appreciate your 
passing on through to the President. 

)�{;;o �? 

Charlie Kirbo has told me several times that he has a 
special number he can put on the envelope which will go 
directly .to the President, and that he will be glad for 
me to use that number any time I want to do so. But, I 

think it will be more convenient for me. just to send 
these letters to you and let you pass them through to the 
President. 

However, if this becomes a burden to you, feeil.. perfectly 
frank to tell me, and I will let Charlie pass them through 
for me. 

DWB:bw 
Enclosure 

Yours sincerely, 

tPa). 
D. W. Brooks 
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lloW Rllflll�. 244 Perimeter Center Parkway, N.E/P.O. 'Box 2210 Atlanta, Ga. 30301 
Phone (404) 393-5154 

D.W. Brooks-Chairman of the Board Emeritus 

Personal 

President Jinnny Carter 
The White House 
Washington, D.. c. 20500 

Dear ·Mr. President: 

June 5, 1978 

Several weeks ago I had some information out of The White House 
that you had become intensely interested in our problems·of world 
hunger and that you were thinking abou·t setting up some kind of 
commission or task force to deal with it. I had also heard that 
I was being considered for the chairmanship of this conniti:ssion. 
I immediately tried to pass the word back that I felt some younger 
person should be the chairman. · � 

Since I have spent a lifetime working on the problem, I still have 
an intense interest in f.t. In fact, the thing that motivated me 
most in leaving the University of Georgia as a professor of 
agricultural economics and science, and organizing what is now Gold 
Kist, was the poverty and hunger situation we had at that time. The 
per capita income ·of farmer.s in Georgia was $72, and we had: just as 
bad a situation.as we now have in Asia, Africa and parts of South 
America. 

I felt we had developed enough agricultural science and economics so 
that if we could get it .through to the individual farmer we could· 
largely cure this problem. If we could use what is now.Gold Kist to 
move all research from the ·College of Agriculture and Experiment 
Stations, as well as research in Gold Kist itself,, immediately to the 
membership, in that way we could greatly speed up the economic well
being of the individual farmer. 

After I started trying· to develop Gold Kist, I also .became intensely 
interested in our hunger sitUations throughout the world. So I have 
worked in a number of situations around the world to try to stop mass 
hunger, particularly in countries like India. 

Recently I have been advised that you still wanted me to serve on 
this Commission as a member, which of course I am willing to do. 
However, I would like to ask one thing, and that is that you put at 
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least some people on the Connnission who have had practical experience 
in trying to stop hunger in the world. 

For example, Owen Cooper worked with me and several other people to 
help build a very large fertilizer complex in India, which has at 
least temporarily stopped mass hunger in that country. I think it 
would be most helpful if Owen could be put on the Connnission. 

I. have no id'ea whom you are thinking about appointing, but I have 
been on many boards and many connnissions and the problem with many 
of them is that you oiJ:ly have .theorists who have plenty of emotions 
and compassion but no r-eal training in this field. Therefore, t-hey 
were unable .to make much real contribution. 

I know it can be done because when Chiang Kai-shek came off the 
mainland of China fortunately he brought off with him one of the 
great Chinese agricultural scientists who was a classmate of mine at 
the University of Georgia. I have worked with him on Formosa since 
that time. Formosa is now one of >the mos·t productive places on earth. 
Yet, when I first went to Formosa wo:rking with my Chinese friend·, 
they had as much hunger and nakedness as any plac·e on earth. 

I also worked with President Truman when he developed the Point Four 
Program. Dr. Bennett was head of that program until he was killed 
in a plane· crash in Iran·. Dr. Bennet.t was one of my closest 
�gricultural friends. He became President of Oklahoma A&M when he 
was 33 years old. He was one of the most brilliant people I have 
ever known. Except for his death, I think we would have solved some 
of these hunger problems around the world many year.s ago. 

So, all I am req1:1esting is that you appoint at least a few people 
who have had actual. practical experience in trying to help solve 
this world hunger problem in different places of the world. 

'(ou may be interested in an article that was writ.ten a number of years 
ago by Read·er' s Digest concerning my personal interest in world 
hunger� Copy of this article is enclosed. There ·has been no change 
in my intense interest in this problem. 

DWB.;bw 
Enclosure 

Yours. sincerely, 

tfJ:cU .  
D. W. Brooks 
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